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In 1948 C. E. Shannon first published his pioneering 
1 
work (17) in information theory. Since that time the 
approaches have been varied, and sometimes it has been dif-
ficult to determine the relationship between the various 
papers on the subject. This work is in part an attempt to 
show some of these relationships. 
The primary point of interest in information theory 
is centered in the study of channels. This work is spe-
cifically directed at the existing theory of channels, but 
the author wishes to emphasize now that an attempt has been 
made here to place the theory of channels in one setting. 
Except for Chapter I, the entire body of this work comes 
under the concept of a generalized channel, which is de-
fined in Chapter VI. 
The pinnacle of channel theory seems to be its coding 
theorems. All the proofs of these theorems depend heavily 
on the ergodicity of certain of the joint processes 
((x.,y.),i(l] in a generalized channel. Shannon (17) de-
manded some ergodicity properties in his work, but like 
1. Numbers in parenthesis refer to the bibliography 
at the end of this work. 
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McMillan (15), failed to state the conditions under which 
they arose. Feinstein (7) insured ergodicity by restrict-
ing the type of channel he considered. Hincin (13) was 
the first to consider a general case and then prove er-
godicity under certain conditions. Wolfowitz (20-22) ex-
tended Feinstein's type of channel, and could use Hincin's 
ergodicity result. Takano (18) weakened Hincin's condi-
tions, and also proved an ergodicity theorem which allowed 
him to expend Hincin's coding results. Blackwell, Breiman, 
and Thomasian (2) are the first to give a method of con-
necting a source to the general finitary channel so that 
stationary joint processes may be shown to result, and to 
prove an ergodicity theorem in this case. Tsaregradsky 
(19) has shown that there is an ergodic source for a cer-
tain type of channel so that the transmission rate of in-
formation is the stationary capacity of the channel. All 
the above mentioned papers contain certain coding theorems 
which arise from the ergodicity theorems. It appears to 
the author that the key to better coding theorems is in the 
ergodicity theorems. This work is centered about the er-
godicity problem, and the author's major results in this 
direction are in Chapters II and III. In a recent conver-
sation with Amiel Feinstein, it was learned that he also has 
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been considering this problem, and has a result which 
seems to be similar to those of the author. 
In Chapter I an extension of the concept of condi-
tional independence, which is used later, is introduced, 
and a new zero-one law is found. Chapter II is devoted 
to the mathematical foundations of generalized channel 
theory, and a setting is discussed in which input and out-
put alphabets need not be finite, nor even countable. The 
power of modern probability theory is available in this 
setting, and new necessary and sufficient conditions for 
stationarity and ergodicity of the joint input-output pro-
cess are found. Also, by using new techniques, a new suf-
ficient condition for ergodicity in M-channels is derived. 
An M-channel, which is an extension of McMillan's (A,V,B) 
channel, is defined in Chapter III. The results of Chap-
ter II are applied to establish the mathematical founda-
tions for M-channels and to obtain necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for stationarity in this case. The defi-
nitions by Hincin and Takano of types of channels are 
extended to M-channels. A new theorem relating Takano's 
t-step-dependence to d-independence is proved. A relation 
between types of conditional independence is shown which 
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also shows that Hincin's and Takano's ergodicity theorems 
follow from the new sufficient condition mentioned above. 
Chapter IV is devoted to uncertainty and entropy in dis-
crete spaces and in the countable alphabet cases. Using 
"generalized" conditional expectation, the usual theorems 
are proved. The results of Shannon, McMillan, Flanagan, 
and Breiman on entropy per symbol are discussed and applied 
to the countable alphabet case. McMillan's finitary chan-
nels and sources are discussed in Chapter V. The relation 
of finitary channels to M-channels is shown. Blackwell, 
Breiman, and Thomasian's indecomposable channels and 
sources are discussed, and a theorem relating their memory 
and Hincin's is proved which explicitly states the rela-
tionship they discussed. Feinstein's and Wolfowitz's 
channels are then shown to be both finitary and M-channels, 
and some relations are shown. Generalized channels and 
their capacity are defined in Chapter VI. Results on cap-
acity by Tsaregradsky are stated and discussed, and some 
types of capacities are compared. 
In the body of this work, an ordered ;trjple of numbers 
refers to the chapter, section, and theorem in that order. 
For example, Theorem (III,3,2) refers to Theorem 2 of Sec-





Let (W,F,P) be a probability space, that is, W is a set, 
F is an s-algebra of subsets of W, and P is a probability on 
F. Let G be an s-subalgebra of F. If x is an F measurable 
extended real valued function whose integral, 
( x dP, 
W 
exists, then a version, E(xjG), of the conditional expecta-
tion of x given G is a function, such that 
1) E(x|G) is G measurable, and 
2) (E(x{G) dP = ( x dP for all G in G. 
The Radon-Nikodym theorem guarantees the existence of E(x|G), 
and its uniqueness up to a.e. ' PQ'» where PQ is the restric-
tion of P to G. 
If.x is the indicator function I-. of a set E, that is, 
a function which is one on E and zero on the complement E c 
of E, then E(x|G) is a version of the conditional probabil-
ity of E given G, and is written P(E,'G). When there is no 
confusion as to the measure P, ( x dP and ( x (w) dP (w) 
G G 
will be abbreviated to ( x. 
Theorem 1. If p p H D K , a l l are s-algebras, the in-
tegral of x exis ts , K is a set in K, and 
E(x|0) = E(xjK) a.e. in K, 
then 
E(x|G) = E(x|H) = E(x,'K) a.e. in K. 
The proof follows by observing that 
IKE(xjK) = E(lKE(x|K)|H) = E(IKE(xjG)}H) 
= IKE(E(x,'G){H) = IKE(x{H) 
with probability one. 
In regard to notation, if G and H are s-subalgebras 
of F, then G v H will be the minimal s-algebra containing 
G and H. Also, V G . will be the minimal s-algebra con-
Hl'~ 1 
taining the G ., 1(1', where I' is an index set. If x., 
Xp,... are F measurable functions, A-^,... F measurable 
sets, and G ,,6
 2,..- are s-subalgebras, then 
will be the minimal s-algebra relative to which the given 
functions are measurable, containing the given sets as 
members, and the given s-algebras as s-subalgebras. The 
symbol 
E(x {XjiXp»• • • ;0 iifl pi'") 
will be an abbreviation for 
E(x|F(x1,x2,...;G L,G 2,. ..)). 
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If P is a probability on the s-algebra F, and G is 
an s-subalgebra of F, then PG will be the restriction of 
P to G. 
Definition. Let T be a function on W into W , and let 
(W,F,P) and (W',F',P') be probability spaces. T is said 
to be a me a sure-p re se rv ing transformation on (W,F,P) into 
(W,F',P') if and only if 
1) F ZD {T_1E' :E'(F'}, 
and 
2) P'(E>) = P(T_1E') 
for all E' in F'. 
Theorem,2. Let T be a function on W into W , 
H 3 [T_1H':H'fH'}, 
and 
G D [T^G^G'fG'} , 
where H and G (H' and G') are s-algebras in W(W'). T is 
a measure preserving transformation on (1,6 v H,P) into 
(W',G' v H',P') if and only if 
, l) T is a measure preserving transformation on 
(W,G,PG) into (W'.O'.P^), and 
2) for each H'(H', 
T^P'lH'iQ') = PtT^H'IO) a.e. 'Pp'. 
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•For the proof, notice that for all G'fG' 
( T'VlH'iG') dP = ( P'(H'}G') dP' = P'(G'H'), 
T-iG, G' 
and also that 
( P(T"1H'iG) dP = P(T"1(G'H')). 
T_1G' 
Under either hypothesis, the members of both equations are 
equal, and the proof follows by observing that the minimal 
s-algebra containing sets of the type G'H' is G' v H'. 
2 . Conditional e-independence. 
(W,F,P) is a probability space, and G, H, and K are 
s-subalgebras of F. 
Definition. H is conditionally e-independent of K given G 
on S C W if for each H in H 
|P(H|G,K)-P(H}G)| 6 e a.e. in S. 
Theorem 1_. Let H be in H, and S be any subset of W. If 
1) |P(HK{G)-P(H}G)P(KjG)| * eP(K}G) a.e. in S for all 
K in K, then 
2) |P(H|G,K)-P(H{G)| 6 e a.e. in S. 
In addition, if S is in G, then 2) implies l). 
For the proof of the first part, it is clear that 
P(HKjG) = E(IKE(IHJG,K)|G) a.e., 
and 
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P(H|G)P(KjG) = E(IKE(IH|G)|G) a.e.. 
Let S be a G measurable cover of S. Since both members 
of the inequality l) are measurable G, then 1) is true a.e. 
in 3". Let g = I , then for all G in G, 1) implies that 
(tg[E(lKE(IH!G,K)|G)-E(IKE(lHiG)JG)] £ (egP(K|G). 
Therefore, since g is G measurable 
(tgIK[P(H!G,K)-P(H,'G)] * (egIK, 
or, equivalently, 
( tg[P(H|G,K)-P(H!G)] * ( eg. 
This is true for all GK, G in H and K in K; hence, is true 
for the minimal s-algebra G v K containing sets of the type 
GK. Since both integrands are measurable G v K , 2) is true 
a.e. in S", hence a.e. in S. 
For the other part of the proof, let g = Ig. Then g 
is G-measurable, and 2) is equivalent to 
.• tg[P(H{G,K)-P(HjG)] A eg a.e.. 
Multiply both members by IK, K in K, getting 
tg[P(HK|GK)-IKP(HJG)] * egIK a.e., 
Conditioning with respect to G yields 1). 
An example showing that 2) does not always imply 1) 
when S is not in G is easily constructed. 
Example. Let W = {w^WgiW,], F be the collection of all 
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subsets, P be the probability on F which assigns probabil-
ity 1/3 to the set {w^ . Let G = {w,0f}, 
H = {w,{Wl,w3],{w2],i2f}, 
and 
P({w2]|G,K) = f ° o n W ' ^ 
(* on {w2,w3j. 
P({w2}{G) = 1/3 on W. 
p(fwlfw,}|a,K) -fj o n iw i l • 
(2 on {w2,w^} . 
p ( K ' w 3 ] i £ } = 2 / 3 o n W* 
Hence, with e = 1/6, |P(H|G,K)-P(HjG)| ^ e on fw2,w3] and 
{w2,w,} is not in G. However, since 
.
 P ( K ' W 3 ] n f w j i a ) « 1/3 on w, 
and 
then 
|P(fw2}H fwj {G)-P( {w2} {G)P({W;L] {G) [ . 
" | p (&V» 3 }n fwil SG)-P({w1,w3'] {GjP^w^ |0 ) | 
= 1/9 > 1/18 = ePffwj} (Q) on W. 
Corallary. Let h be H measurable, and S be any subset of 
W. If 
1) |E(h|k| }G)-E(h|G)E(|k| jG)|*eE(|k| |0) 
a.e. in S for all functions k,measurable K, then 
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2) E(h|G,K)-E(h|G)| ^  e a.e. inS. 
If S is a G measurable set, then 2) implies 1). 
It certainly does not follow, if H is conditionally 
e-independent of K, that K is conditionally e-independent 
of H. If symmetry is desired, the following might be con-
sidered . 
Definition. H and K are conditionally e-Independent given 
G i n S C W i f for all H in H and K in K 
|P(HK|G)-P(H|G)P(K'G)| ^ eP(H|G)P(K!G) a.e. in S. 
Theorem 2. Let HfH. If 
i) |P(HK|G)-P(H|G)P(K!G)| £ eP(H|G)P(KJG) 
a.e. in S for all K in K, then 
ii) |P(H|G,K)-P(HjG)| ^ eP(H'G) a.e. in S. 
If S in G, then ii) implies i). 
The proof is a trivial modification of the proof of 
Theorem 1. The integral (egP(KJG) in the proof of Theorem 
1 is replaced by 
(egP(HjG)P(KjG) = (egIKP(H|G) 
= ( egP(HJG). 
GK 
In the last part, gIK is replaced by gIKP(H|G). 
If H and K are conditionally e-independent given G in 
S, then, since i) is true for all H in H, so is ii), and 
12 
also 
iii) |P(K|G,H)-P(K{G)| * eP(K|G) 
a.e. in S for all K in K. 
Again, ii) and iii) do not imply i) unless S in G. 
The previous example also demonstrates this. Let e = j , 
then 
P({w2}}G) = 1/6 on ¥, 
and 
|P(H|0,K)-P(H|0)|* eP(H|0) on fw2,w3] . 
However, 
|P({w2) fl fwj |G)-P(jw2] !G)P([Wl] }G)| 
= 1/9 > 1/18 = eP({w2) lOjPlfwJ |G) on W. 
If S is.in G, then ii) true for all H in H is equivalent 
to iii) true, and either is equivalent to i) true for all 
H in H. Clearly i) implies 1) of Theorem 1, and ii) im-
plies 2). 
In the previous definitions of this section the terms 
"conditional" and "given G" are dropped if G = [w,(2f], in 
which case it is also customary to drop the G's from the 
symbols since they are actually superflous. If S - W, 
then "on S" or "in S" are also dropped. If e = 0 , the 
"e-fl is also dropped, and if S » W also, then one has the 
usual results for conditional independence (Loeve, 14). 
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The definitions can be extended to collections of s-alge-
bras. Let I be some index set. The collection ^G .:i{l} 
Is a collection of mutually conditionally e-independent 
s-algebras given G on S If for each I' c I and I" C I-I', 
V G , and V G . are conditionally e-independent given 
i d ' " 1 id"" * 
G on S. If I is linearly ordered, and if we say G
 1 pre-
cedes G , if i precedes j in I, then the collection 
{G .: l^ -lj is a collection of orderwlse conditionally 
e-independent s-algebras given G on S if for each I' C I 
and I" C (i:i(I and all i'(I' precede i], V G , Is con-
*• id'"1 
ditionally e-independent of V G . given G on G. Note 
id"" 1 
that if I' or I" above are empty, then the supremum over 
I1 or I" is the smallest s-algebra in F, namely {W,#}, and 
the conditions are trivially satisfied. 
3 . Zero-one processes . 
Some of the techniques employed in the next chapter 
grew out of this investigation. This section is included 
only for that reason. 
Let I be an interval, finite or infinite, of integers, 
and {xi»l^] *>e a stochastic process. Let 
p
 m " PUiiliin). Fn " P(x, ,i*n) for m and n {I, 
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and 
F(x) - F „ = F( U F ) = F00 = F( U F n ) , 
- - -oo — * /T - m — —* (T — '' m{I nfl 
£.nm = Z m^ -n for m and n ln I or lnfinite-
If I' C I, let F
 v = F[xvl{V). 
Definition. The stochastic process {x.,i(l} Is a future 
(past) zero-one process if I contains all integers greater 
(less) than some integer and F (F"0^ and F(x) are inde-
pendent . 
Since F C F(x) and F~00 C F(x), the independence 
conditions are respectively equivalent to F or F con-
sisting of only sets of probability zero or one. 
Theorem 1_. (x. ,i(l} is a future zero-one process if and 
only If I contains all integers greater than some integer, 
and for each E in some Fn , ra and n {• I, there is 
a) a monotone sequence of numbers e(k,E)£0 with 
lim e(k,E) = 0, and 
k-KE 
b) a sequence of sets S(k,E), with S(k,E) in F ,, 
monotone in k, P(lim S(k,E)) • 1, 
k-K)0 
c) such that, for all k, 
|P(EJF
 k)-P(E)| ± e(k,E) a.e. in S(k,E). 
It should be clear what changes are made In the theorem 
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in the past zero-one case; namely, "future", "greater", 
"t-co", and "F
 k" are replaced by "past", "less", "-co", 
and "Fk" respectively. 
The proof of "only if" follows from Egorov's theorem, 
since, for each E in F(x), 
lim P(E|F ) = P(E|F ) a . e . , 
k+oo ~ * " °° 
and 
P(E,'F ) = P(E) a.e. by hypothesis. 
The proof of "if" follows since, for each bounded 
interval I' C I, and E(F
 If , 
|P(E,'F
 k)-P(E)| £e(k,E) a.e. inS(k,E); 
hence, letting k tend to co , we have 
|P(E,'F )-P(E)| = 0 a.e. in lim S(k,E). 
k+oo 
Hence, F(x) and F are independent. Similarly for the 
"past" case. 
Theorem 1 gives an equivalent definition of a. future 
(past) zero-one process. Since it might be unreasonable 
to attempt to verify that a process satisfies these condi-
tions, one might find simpler, but more stringent, condi-
tions useful. Some sufficient conditions will now be In-
vestigated. If instead of having the numbers e(k,«) and 
the sets S(k,-) depend on the set E In question, it could 
prove useful to have them depend on the s-algebra 
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P n m = I j, , I' = {m,nn-l,...,n}, 
in which E is a member, in which case they could depend on 
the interval I' itself. In the case where the x. are mu-
tually independent, clearly for k > n ( k < m ) , the e(k,E) can 
be chosen equal to zero for all E in F n , and the S(k,E) = W 
for the future (past) case. For further simplification, 
the compromise of finding a monotone sequence of numbers 
e k-0 free of the interval I' or the sets in F j, might be 
made, absorbing the lack of flexibility of the e, into the 
sets Sj, , which would replace the sets S(k,E). For in-
stance, if the x. are mutually independent, all the e, 
could be chosen equal to zero, and in general for the fu-
ture case the set Sj, . would be empty for k*n, 
I' = (m,m*-l,... ,n}, 
and could be W for k> n. In the following definitions, of 
which each is a sufficient condition for a process to a fu-
ture (past) zero-one process, this compromise has been made. 
It should now be obvious where modifications of these con-
ditions can be made so as to Insure the zero-one property. 
Definitions. If (x.,id{ is a stochastic process, I con-
tains all integers greater (less) than some integer, 
(l) there is a monotone sequence of numbers 
e^*0 such that lim e,, - 0, 
* k*oo(-oo ) K 
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and 
(2) for each bounded interval I' C I and each k 
'l'.k there is a set ST, w C \t with 
and 
Sj,
 k D Sjii k, if I' c I" and k^k'(k^k'), 
lim Sj,
 k = W, then the process is 
k+oo (-00 ) 
i) avif(avip)-independent if 
P J I is ek-independent of F k(Fk) in Sj, fc, 
li) favi(pavi)-Independent if 
F
 k(Fi) is ek-independent of F j, in Sj, k, 
iii) aviaf(aviap)-independent if 
F j, and P
 k(F ) are ek-independent in Sj, . . 
In the above "vi" can be read as "varying interval", 
"f" as "future", "p" as "past", "a" as "asymptotic" ex-
cept in iii) where the second "a" Is read "and". 
Theorem 2. If a stochastic process satisfies i), Ii), or 
iii), then it is a future (past) zero-one process. 
Observe that iii) implies both i) and ii), and then 
that it is sufficient to treat only the "avif" and "favi" 
cases. If the process is avif-independent, and if E(F ,,, 
then 
|P(EJF
 k)-P(E)| * e k a.e. in S j , ^ . 
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If k tends to oo we have 
P(E!F ^ )-P(E) = 0 a.e.. 
Hence, F j, and F are independent for all I', and this 
implies F(x) and F are independent. If the process is 
favi-independent, then for E in P C F
 k for all k, 
|P(E|F
 I,)-P(E)| ^  ek a.e. in Sj, fe. 
The left hand side is free of k ; hence, 
P(EjF
 v ) = P(E) a.e., 
and again F j, and F are independent for all I' . (It 
might also be observed that P(E|F j,) tends to P(EjF(x)) 
a.e. as I' is allowed to tend to I in any monotone in-
creasing fashion, and that P(E,'F(x)) = I« a'.e.. Hence, 
IE = P(E) a.e., or P(E) = 0 or 1.) 
Let 0 be the s-algebra of sets of F(x) with proba-
bility zero or one. The following is an obvious result 
since the s-algebra I of invariant sets is a subcollection 
of (F v 0) fl (F"°° v 0) when the process is stationary 
(Doob,5 ,p.459). 
Theorem 3. If a process [x.,i(lj is stationary and a fu-
ture (past) zero-one process, then it is ergodic; i.e., 
metrically transitive. 
Observe that the techniques used here may be used 
even if I is the set of real numbers. The trivial 
19 
modifications necessary throughout would be the statement 
that there are versions of the "P(E|P
 k ) " for which 
lim P(E|F
 k) = P(E{F ) a.e. 
k+co 
(Doob,5,p.355>Theorem 4.3), and the word "integer" would 
be changed to "real number". These modifications were not 
made here since these techniques are only used later in 
discrete processes. 
It is worth the remark that without characterizing 
I further, Theorem 3 has a hypothesis as close as possible 
to "I and F(x) are independent and the process is station-




CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY TECHNIQUES FOR CHANNELS 
1. Conditional probability distributions. 
Let I be the set of integers, A* and B* be arbitrary 
sets with s-algebras A* and B* in each respectively. Let 
W = A*1 X B*1, F = A*1 X B*1, and P be a not necessarily 
complete probability measure on F. An element of A* will 
be denoted by u, of B* by v, and of W by w = (u,v). Let 
(B* ,0) be the collection (s-algebra) consisting of the 
sets B*1 and 0, A = A*1 X {B* 1,^}, and B = (A* 1,^ X B*1. 
Clearly A C F, B C F, A v B = F, and A O B = {w,0fj . 
Assume there is a function p defined on W X B, whose 
value at (w,B) is denoted by p(w,B), such that 
i) p(w,-) is a probability on B for each w(W, 
and 
ii) p(',B) is measurable A for each B(B. 
If P1 is a probability on A, and 
iii) P is generated by P1 and p, 
that is, P is the unique probability defined on F by the 
extension theorem (Doob,5,p.605;Loeve,14,p.87) when 
PAB = (p(w,B) dPL (w) 
for AfA and B(-B, then 
21 
iv) p(-,B) = P(BjA) a.e. 'PA' for all B(B, and 
.
 p ! = P A -
Since the converse Is clearly true we have 
Theorem l_. If i) and ii), then 111) and iv) are equiva-
lent. 
If P is given, but p Is not, sufficient conditions 
for the existence of a function p satisfying i) - iv), 
that is, a conditional probability distribution on B rela-
tive to A, are well known. For completeness, a discussion 
of this is appropriate for any probability space (W,F,P) 
and any countable index set I. 
Theorem 2. (Doob,5,p .31; Loeve,14,p.36l) If [y1,id] Is 
a discrete parameter stochastic process, and the set 
{y(.)(w):w(WJ 
of sample functions is a Borel set (Loeve,l4,p.92) in the 
Borel space (R ,B - ) , where R is the reals, and B ^ is the 
s-algebra of Borel sets in R, or the set of sample func-
tions is analytic (Doob,5,p.623), and if A is a s-subal-
gebra of F, then there is a conditional probability dis-
tribution on F(y.:id) relative to A. 
A glance at the proof will show that the theorem is 
true even if R is the extended reals. Actually there is 
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a slight simplification In the proof In this case, since R 
and R are both compact, 
Gnedenko and Kolmogorov (ll,p.l8) defined the concept 
of a perfect measure, that is, a measure P such that if x 
is any measurable function, and if A is a linear set for 
which [w:xw(AJ is measurable, then 
PfwixwU} = inf Pfw:xw(B], 
L
 B D A L 
B open 
Theorem 3. (Doob,5,P.623) If P is perfect on (W,F) there 
is a conditional probability distribution on B = P(yi:id) 
relative to a s-subalgebra A of P, where each y, is a ran-
dom variable, and I is countable. 
Blackwell (l,p.2) defined the concept of Lusin space, 
that is, a pair (W,B) such that (a) there is a sequence 
(B ) of elements of B such that B is the smallest Borel 
field containing all Bn, i.e. B is separable, and (b) the 
range of every real-valued B-measurable function f on W is 
an analytic set. 
If, in Blackwell's Theorem 5 (l,p.4), the restriction 
that A C B is dropped, and (d), (6), and the proof of (d) 
are also dropped, then the following is proved. 
Theorem 4. Let (W,F,P) be any probability space such that 
(W,B) is a Lusin space, B an s-subalgebra of F, and A 
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any s-subalgebra of F, then there is a function Q such 
that 
a) Q(',B) is A-measurable for each BfB, 
b) Q(w,') is a probability on B for each wfW, 
and 
c) P(AB) = (Q(w,B) dP (w) for all AfA and BfB. 
A 
Clearly Q is a c .p.d. on B relative to A. 
Theorem £_. If each (Wt,Bt) is a Lusin space for td, T 
countable, then 
( II Wf, II B.) is a Lusin space, 
t d t(T ~z 
(Wt,B t) is Lusin, hence by Blackwell's Theorem 2 
(l,p.3) there Is a pseudo-metric d^ ., in which points in 
the same atom have zero distance apart, and relative to 
which VL is analytic and B . the collection of Borel sets 
of W. . II W. is analytic under the metric d below since 
* td t 
each VL is analytic (property I in Blackwell's paper,l,p.2). 
The product topology on II VL yields the same open sets as 
t d 
the metric d defined by 
d(w,w') = Z 2("it)df(w(t),w»(t)) 
td 
(Kelly,12,p.122) where it is the position of t in some 
fixed ordering of T. Since T is countable, II B . is the 
td" * 
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minimal s-algebra over, the open sets in product topology 
of II W, (this is false if T is uncountable). Hence, 
td 
II B
 f is the collection of Borel sets in II W,. By 
td" td 
Blackwell's Theorem 1 (l,p.3), since II Wf is analytic, and 
t(T z 
II B . is the collection of Borel subsets of II W., we have 
td" td 
the conclusion. 
If T is uncountable, II B
 f is in general properly 
td~ z 
contained in the minimal s-algebra containing the open sub-
sets of the product topology on II W, . In fact, there are 
td 
open subsets in the product topology which are not in 
II B . because of the countability restriction; that is, 
td" Z 
there is no set in II B
 f (each set of which involves 
td" t 
countably many operations of countable unions, countable 
Intersections, and complementation on finite dimensional 
sets), in which the cardinality of those indices affected 
by some restriction is uncountable. An arbitrary union of 
open sets in the base for the product topology of II W, can 
td 
involve restrictions at each td- (it is for this reason 
that some mathematicians may object to Loeve's definition 
of the Borel field of Borel sets (14,p.92) in RT, when T 
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is uncountable, as II B
 f, the minimal s-algebra containing 
td" 
the finite dimlnsional cylinder sets, where B , is the col-
lection of Borel sets of R.) 
Theorem 6. Let W = II w\ , F = II B . , T countable, and P 
td td" 
be a probability on F. If (W,,B" ) is a Lusin space for 
each t / t , t a point in T, then there is a c.p.d. p on 
B = II B°t, where B°t = fwt ,0) if t = tQ, and B°t = B t if 
u Y i. 0 t / t . and relative to A = II A0,, where A0, is a s-subal-
o -
 t^ T-t -t 
gebra of B
 t if t = tQ, and A°t = {Wt,(2f} if t / tQ. 
o 
It is clear by Theorem 5 that (W,B) is a Lusin space, 
hence by Theorem 4 we have the conclusion. 
(Blackwell1s Theorem 6 (l,p.5) could also be used in 
a proof,of this theorem In which the results of Theorem 5 
above are used only for T finite. The proof would follow 
the now classical procedure of Doob (5,p.30-1) and Loeve 
(14,p.360-2) and use the separability of the s-algebras 
A





 t d - t 
Bnt = (Wt ,0} if t = tQ, 
0 
= B . If t = t, and if n, where t. Is the 
i-th element of an ordering of T-(t \ , 
- fwt ,0} If t = t^ and i> n.) 
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These results are now applied to the product space 
W = A*1 X B*1. 
Theorem £, If (B*,B*) is a Lusin space, then there is a 
c.p.d. p on B relative to A, 
In Theorem 6 let T = I U (t }, t not an integer, 
Wt = A*1, B t = A*1, and W"t = B*, B t = B* for t(l. 
o o -
For later reference, we include the following triv-
ial observations. 
Theorem 8. Let (W,F,P) be any probability space, A and 
B s-subalgebras of F, and assume a c.p.d. p on B relative 
to A exists. If A' is an s-subalgebra of A, then for BfB 
the following are equivalent. 
i) p(-,B) = P(B|A') a.e. 'PA,', 
ii) p(*,B) is measurable A' a.e. 'P^i', 
that is, p(-,B) is equal a.e. 'P^i' to a 
function which is measurable A'. 
Corollary. With the hypothesis of Theorem 8 the following 
are equivalent. 
I) There is a version P(B{A') such that 
P(B{A') = p(-,B) everywhere, 
ii) p(',B) is measurable A'. 
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2 . Product space stationarity and ergodicity. 
In the remainder of this chapter, it will be assumed 
that W = A*1 X B*1, that F, A, and B are defined as in 
Section 1, P is a probability on F, and that a c.p.d. p on 
B relative to A exists. 
The symbol T will be used for several transforma-
tions. If the i-th coordinate value of u in A* is denoted 
by u(i), and of v in B*1 by v(i), then Tu, Tv, and Tw are 
defined respectively by 
(Tu)(i) = u(i-l), 
(Tv)(i) = v(i-l), and 
Tw = T(u,v) = (Tu,Tv) if w = (u,v). 
T is one to one from W onto W, so its- integral powers, 
both negative and non-negative, can be considered as set, 
s-algebra, and function transformations as well. It is 
worthy of note that T^A = A,TkB = B. 
In this work, T will be as above, and the term sta-
tionary shall mean "measure preserving" and ergodlc shall 
mean "metrically transitive measure preserving". Language 
shall also be abused when there is no confusion as to the 
probability P on P; a statement such as "T is stationary on 
F" shall mean "T is stationary on (W,F,P) into (W,F,P)". 
P(•iA) is said to be stationary on B if and only if 
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TP(B|A) = P(TB|A) a.e. 'P' for each B(B. 
The following result is a corollary to Theorem (1,1,2). 
Theorem 1_. T is stationary on F if and only if T is sta-
tionary on A, and P(*jA) is stationary on B. 
Clearly A and B could be interchanged in the theo-
rem, then T stationary on F implies that T is stationary 
on both A and B. Example (111,5,3) shows the converse of 
this statement is false. 
The key result in this research, as simple as it is, 
is the next observation. First, let I be the s-algebra of 
invariant sets in F. 
Theorem 2. T is ergodic on F if and only if 
lj T is ergodic on A, P(-,'A) is stationary on B, 
and 
ii) I and B are conditionally independent given A. 
A and B can be interchanged in this theorem also; 
therefore, If T is ergodic on F, it is on A and B. Example 
(111,5,5) shows the converse of this statement is false. 
It is surprising that the falsity of this converse, and of 
the one mentioned above, does not seem to be well known. 
"Only if" is obvious since invariant sets have pro-
bability zero or one in this case. For "if", first note 
that T is stationary on P by Theorem 1 since ergodicity 
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implies stationarity. Let E(l, then P(E}A,B) = P(E|A) with 
probability one. Since A v B = F, P(E{A,B) - IE with pro-
bability one. Clearly P(E,'A) Is an invariant A-measurable 
function, and since T is ergodic on A, then P(E[A) is con-
stant with probability one. Thus IE is constant with pro-
bability one, and P(E) is zero or one. The proof is com-
plete . 
3. Vip- and Vif-independence. 
In Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 observe, when P is generated 
by p and Pj, that the hypothesis that T is ergodic (sta-
tionary) on A is equivalent to the hypothesis that T is 
ergodic (stationary) on A relative to the probability P,. 
Also, P(-jA) is stationary on B if and only if 
, p(Tw,TB) = p(w,B) 
for almost all 'P,' points w and all BfB. For a given P1 
on A, we shall also say the p is stationary a.e. 'P,' if 
and only if p satisfies this property. It is a desidera-
tum for some parts of information theory that the last 
condition be free of which probability P, is defined on A. 
t 
Definition. A c.p.d. p on B relative to A is stationary 
if and only if p(Tw,TB) = p(w,B) for all w and all B(B. 
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Hence, condition i) of Theorem 2,2 is guaranteed by 
a condition on P^, and an entirely separate condition on p, 
namely stationarity. The object now Is to find a condition 
on p alone which will guarantee condition ii) of Theorem 
(11,2,2). When the discussion is confined to p, the flexi-
bility of the conditional probability is lost. For in-
stance, each of the probabilities p(w,#) on B is ignorant 
of the sets in I which are not in B. Hence, a condition 
is desired which will force I to behave in the desired man-
ner for each P, , without explicitly mentioning I or P, . 
The importance of this objective will become clear 
in later chapters. We can mention now that for coding 
theorems in information theory, the techniques employed de-
pend upon the ergodicity of T on F. Certain channels have 
the property that when an ergodic source is connected to 
the channel, the joint source-output process is ergodic. 
Hincin (Theorem(III,4,3)) characterized some of these chan-
nels in Article 11 of his paper (13). Later Takano (Theo-
rem (111,4,4)) weakened one of HinSin's conditions in his 
paper (l8). Coding theorems, to date , seem to depend 
heavily on a finite memory condition, and both Hincin's 
and Takano's characterization of the desirable type chan-
nels demand this memory condition because of the type proof 
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they used. Using different techniques, we shall see in 
Theorems (11,4,1), and (111,3,2) that the independence con-
dition, which Takano weakened, may be further weakened, and 
that memory and anticipation conditions may be dispensed 
with altogether. This paves the way for coding theory 
without the memory condition. 
In the work leading to a solution, there is, to this 
writers knowledge, an unsolved problem, which, if it has a 
certain solution, will simplify some of the work in the 
direction of this thesis even more. The messy details are 
only inserted here to show what the problem is, but the 
reader may avoid these by skipping to the definition of 
vip- and vif-independence at the end of this section, and 
observing the definitions immediately below: 
Let xn be defined by x (w) = xn(u,v) = u(n), and yn 
by yn(w) = yn(u,v) = v(n). Let 
An = F{x±,l±n), A m = F(xi,i^m), 
Bn = *{y±,l*n), B ffl = Ffa^iam), 
An An n A Bn = fin n B 
— m — — m — m m 
, Aj, = Z{x±MV), Bj, = Fiy^id'), 
Fn = An v Bn, F = A
 m v B . F
n
m = Anm v B n m, 
— — '-m — m — m — m — m — m 
F"°°=fiP
 n. A"00 =nA n , B"00 =HB n, 
" n " n n" 
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F =f|F , A =flA , and B = AB 
- oo ''- n' - co ''- n' - oo 'J- n 
n n n 
Clearly A is the minimum s-algebra containing the union of 
all An, or all A . Similarly for B, and F. For a given 
P-L and p, or P, let 0 be the s-algebra of sets of F with P 
probability zero or one . 
If T is stationary on F, it is well known that 
I CF'00 v 0 and I C F
 OQ v 0. Now 
A v F~°° v 0 ) 
> 2> A v I DA, 
A v F _ v 0 J 
— — 00 — ' 
hence, by Theorem (1,1,1), a condition implying that I and 
—oo B are conditionally independent given A is that F v 0, 
o r
 E. oo v 0 is conditionally independent of B given A. An 
equivalent manner of stating this is the following: 
For each B(B, 
P(B{A v F"00) = P(B,'A) with probability one, 
or 
p(B'A v F ) = P(B}A) with probability one. 
(0 may be dropped, for P(B,'G) = P(B|G') with probability 
one if and only if P(B,'G v 0) = P(B}G' v 0) with proba-
bility one.) 
It is easily seen that F"00 v 0 D A"00 v B"°° v 0, 
but is not known by this writer whether or not there is 
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equality. Since A"00 v 0 C A v 0, if F"00 v 0 equals 
A"00 v B"00 0, or if I C A v B~°° v 0, then, for each 
BfB, P(B|A, B"00) equaling P(BjA) with probability one will 
imply that I and B are conditionally independent given A. 
By Theorems (11,1,1) and (1,2,1), this condition is equiva-
lent to B and B being independent relative to p(w,-) 
almost all 'P.' points w, since It is equivalent to conditional 
0-independence; i.e., P(B{A) P(B'}A) = P(BB'{A) a.e. 'PA' 
for all BfB and B'(B"°° . The same question exists, and this 
last assertion is true,when the superscript -co is replaced by 
the subscript t-oo in the above. 
Definition, p is past (future) tail independent if B and 
B~°° (B ) are Independent relative to p(w,*) for all w. 
For any given P- on A, this past tail independence 
condition forces B_GD v 0 to be an s-subalgebra of A v 0, 
as we shall now see. Let Bl-B"00 ; then the independence 
condition implies that p(*,B) takes on value zero and one 
only. Let 
A = {w:p(w,B) = l] (A, 
then 
P(A) = (p(w,B) dP = P(AB) 
A 
= (p(w,B) dP = P(B). 
W 
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The above is summarized in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1_. If Pj_ is a probability on A, 
I Q v B"00 v 0 (A v B ^ v 0), 
T is ergodic on A, p is stationary and past (future) tail 
independent, then T is ergodic on F. 
The argument preceding the definition above is a 
proof of this theorem. However, we shall now give a dif-
ferent argument. Observe that T is stationary on F by 
Theorem (11,2,1). Past tail independence implies that 
B~°° v 0 C A v 0. 
Hence, 
I C A v B~°° v 0 C A v 0. 
Since T Is ergodic on A v 0, the theorem is proved. 
For a given P, and p, it is not always easy to de-
termine ,what the s-algebra I is. Hence, unless it is al-
ways true that I c A v B"00 v 0 and I C A v B v 0, such 
a condition may be unreasonable for practical application. 
For instance, in the next chapter on channel theory, one 
utilizes a function -P which defines and is defined by p, 
and, as we have mentioned, the object is to find a condition 
on only p, or in the next chapter on only V , which guar-
antees condition li) of Theorem (11,2,2). Tail independence 
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of p with I C A v B"00 v 0 guarantees this, but violates 
the aim of finding a condition on p only. The rest of this 
section is devoted to achieving this aim. 
Now, if n is not infinite, A v Bn v 0 = A v Fn v 0, 
A v B v 0 = A v F M v 0 , and each contains A v I which 
itself contains A. Hence, by Theorem (1,1,1), the overly 
strong conditions that, for each B(B, 
P(B|A,Bn) or P(B{A,B
 n) equaling P(B,'A) 
with probability one would suffice. Even requiring this 
equality to hold, for each n, only a.e. 'P' in a set 
S C W, with P(US ) = 1, is too strong, for Bn, being a 
n " 
s-subalgebra of B, would have to be conditionally inde-
pendent of itself given A on S . Hence, if B(Bn, 
I B = P(B|A,Bn) = P(B|A) a.e. in S . By Theorem (11,1,1) 
this would mean that p(w,B) is zero or one for almost all 
'P,' points wfSn< Weaker conditions are fortunately suf-
ficient . 
The following notion is used only in the stationary 
case, hence will be stated in a symmetric fashion about 
the zero coordinate. 
Definition. The space (W,P,P) is avipis-Independent 
(asymptotic, varying interval, piecewise, invariant 
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set,- independent) if 
(1) there is a decreasing sequence of non-negative 
numbers e with lim e = 0, 
n+oo 
(2) for each w in a set of probability one there 
is a monotonely Increasing sequence of finite 
or infinite intervals In(w) of integers with 
lim In(w) = I, and for each interval I' of 
n-*oo 
integers, [w:In(w) = I'] fAn_n, and 
(3) for each E in I, and each interval I' of integers, 
P(EiAn_n,BI,)-P(EjAn_n)|^en 
a.e. 'P' in (w:In(w) = I'} . 
If all e can be chosen to be zero, the space is 
called vipis-independent. 
The next theorem is better than can be used in appli-
cation to channel theory, because of the use of invariant 
sets, but leads to a condition on p of the type desired. 
Theorem 2. T is ergodic on F if and only if 
i) T is ergodic on A, stationary on F, and 
il) The space is avipis-independent. 
We need only show that Ii) of Theorem 2.2 is implied 
by ii) above. Let I'(n) be the indicator function of the 
set (w:In(w) • I1} , then I'(n) is measurable An , and ii) 
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implies for an E in I that 
t I' (n") [P(E|An_n,B j, )-P(EjAn_n)] £ I' (n)en 
with probability one. Let i" C I', then conditioning both 
sides with respect to An v B,n, we have that 
* I'(n)[P(E{An_n,B l(,)-P(ElAn_n)]^ I' (n)en 
with probability one. Hence 
t [p(E}An_n,B ltf)-P(E\^_n)] £ e n 
a.e. in (w:I (w) D l"J . Assume I" is a bounded interval 
of integers, then avipis-independence implies that 
lim P(W:I (w) D I") = 1. Hence, letting n tend to in-
n-*oo 
finity, we have F (UAn_n) = A, and 
P(E}A,B
 I(,)-P(E|A) = 0 
with probability one. Letting i"t I we have 
P(E|A,B) = P(EJA) with probability one. 
This concludes the proof. 
By Theorem (1,1,1), vipis-independence (condition a) 
below) is implied by the conditions a),...,g) below. In 
order to have sets which will replace the sets 
(w:In(w) D V } 
in the preceding, assume throughout that, for each n and 
bounded interval I' of integers, there is a set S
 T, 
n, j. 
in An with lim P(Sn T,) = 1 , and that S„ T, monotonely 
" "
n
 n-oo n,J- n'1 
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increases with n for I' fixed, monotonely decreases with 
increasing I' for n fixed. Also assume that for each n 
and each w(U S
 T, (the union is countable) that 
Bounded I' n,± 
the union of all I' such that w is in S
 T, is an interval 
n, J. 
(this interval would be In(w) in the preceding). Assume 
also that the following are to be true for each interval 
I' and for all B(B j,. 
a) P(BjAn_n,I) = P(B!An_n) a.e. in S^j, . 
b) P(B|An_ri,F"00) = P(BjAn_n) a.e. inS^j,, 
c) There are subsets S
 Tl . in An with 
n, J. ,K *— —n USn I' k D S T. ,
 k ,i ,K n>j\ 
such that 
P(BjAn_n,Fk) = P(B|An_n) a.e. in Sn)JI>k. 
In order to avoid the question of whether 
A v B"00 v O D A v I, assume in the following that 
U Sn I' k "* Sn I' ' k >-oo * ,K n,± 
In this case, an equivalent condition to c) is 
d) P(B!An_n,Ak,Bk) = P(BjAn_n) a.e. in Sn>I,jk. 
By Theorem (1,1,1) this is equivalent to 




ii) P(B!An_n,Ak) = P(BjAn_n) a.e. in S n > 1, fc. 
Condition e) presents a solution to the problem of 
finding a fairly weak condition on p to replace ii) of 
Theorem (11,2.2). A condition that e) suggests is 
f) i) P(B|A,Bk) = P(BjA) a.e. in USn -, . , 
and 
ii) P(B}A) = P(B!An_n) a.e. in US j, k. 
Recalling that each of the conditions above was to 
hold for all I' and B(B j t, f) can be stated using Theo-
rems (1,2,1), (11,1,1), and (11,1,9) as follows: 
g) i) For all k >-co and each Interval I', 
p(.,BB') = p(-,B)p(-,B') a.e. »PA' in 
U Sn I' k for a11 B'^- I' ancJ B^5 k' and 
ii) p(-,B') is measurable An_n a.e. 'PA' in 
We can do essentially only two things with p; impose 
an independence condition on certain s-subalgebras of B as 
in g) i), or impose a measurability restriction as in g) 
ii). Hence, with the preceding line of reasoning, g) is 
nearly inescapable. Happily, as we shall see below, i) of 
g) alone is a condition on p of the type desired when the 
effect of PA is removed from the condition. 
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Definition, p is vip-independent (varying interval, 
past-independent) if, for each interval I' of integers and 
each k > -oo , there is a set Sj, , with lim Sj, . = W, 
' k+-oo ' 
k 
such that B ,, and B are independent relative to p(w,*) 
k v for all w in Sj,
 k. If B , > , and -oo are replaced by 
B
 k, < , and f-oo respectively, then p is vif-independent 
("f" for future). 
It should be clear that the previous work could have 
been carried through with F
 QQ ,F k,A k,B k as well. Note 
also that the sets Sj,
 k in the definition above are not 
assumed measurable as in i) of g ) . Since 
p(w,B',B) = p(w,B')p(w,B) 
on a measurable set for each B'(B j, and BfB , if B is sep-
arable, then the sets Sj, . may as well be assumed measur-
able A. For a given P^, the equality is true a.e. in an 
A measurable cover Sj,
 k of Sj, k« Vip- or vif-Indepen-
dence implies respectively past or future tail independence, 
and hence, for any P^, B~°° v O C A v 0. Unfortunately, as 
before, unless I C A v B"°° v O o r l C A v B ^ v O this 
fact is valueless for this work. 
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4. Preserving ergodicity. 
Assume still that p exists, and that P Is generated 
by, or generates, p and P, = PA. The conditions of vip-
and vif-independence derived in the previous Section, while 
relatively reasonable conditions, can be further weakened 
by using the "zero-one" ideas of Section (1,3), and the re-
sults (next theorem) we desire still be had. 
Definition, p is avip-independent (asymptotic, varying 
interval, past-independent) if 
1) there is a decreasing sequence of numbers 
e,_ > 0 such that lim e, = 0, 
K
 " k*-oo K 
2) for each bounded interval I' of integers, and 
each k > -oo , there is a set Sj,
 k, with 
lim ST, . = W, such that 
k—oo x '* 
3) for each B'(B j, and B(Bk 
|p(w,BB' )-p(w,B)p(w,B' )| ± ekp(w,B) 
for all w in Sj,
 k« 
If B , k > -oo , and k-*- oo are replaced by B
 k, k <a> , and 
k+ oo, then p is avif-independent. 
It is clear that vip- and vif-independence imply 
avip- and avif-independence respectively, for the e k may 
be chosen equal to zero. The meaning of condition 3) may 
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be gained from Section (1,2). Theorem (1,2,1) implies 
k / 
that Bj, is ek-independent of B_ relative to p(w,-J for 
all w in Sj,
 k> 
Theorem 1_. If T is ergodic on A, p is stationary and 
avip- or avif-independent, then T is ergodic on F. 
The stationarity of T on F follows from Theorems 
(11,2,1) and (11,1,1). We need only show that condition 
ii) of Theorem (11,2,2) is satisfied in the avip- case. 
Let I' be any interval of integers, and B(B j,, Theorems 
(11,1,1) and (1,2,1) show that condition 3) implies that 
B j, is conditionally ek-independent of BK given A on 
Sj,
 k. Hence, 
|p(B|A,Bk)-P(B|A)| * e k a.e. 'P' in Sj, fc. 
Let k tend to -oo , then lim ST, . = W, and since 
k—oo x ,K 
A v B k = A v Fk, it follows that 
P(B{f)(A v F n ) ) = P(B{A) a . e . »P» . 
n ~ ~ 
Now 
H(A v Pn) v 0 D A v F ' 0 0 v O D A v I D A . 
n " ~ ~ " " 
By Theorem ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) , 
P(BjA,I) = P(BjA) a.e. 'P'. 
Hence, B j, and I are conditionally independent given A 
for any I', and the proof is complete. 
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It is interesting to observe that if avip-indepen-
dence is strengthened to vip-independence, then the first 
inequality above becomes 
P(BjA,Bk) = P(BjA) a.e. 'P' in Sj,
 fc. 
Now, if Sj,
 k(A, by Theorem (1,1,1) 
P(B|A,I) = P(B{A) a.e. 'P' in Sj,
 fc, 
Hence, the limit of the sets Sj, . need not be W in this 
case, and instead the union UST, . = W suffices. Of course, 
k 1 ,K 
when the conditions of vip-independence are satisfied, it 
should be obvious that the sets Sj,
 k may be chosen mono-
tonelyincreasing as k decreases. Also, once a P, is chosen, 
it is no restriction to assume that Sj,
 k(A, for, as men-
tioned above, the A measurable cover 2L, . may be used. 
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III 
CHANNELS OF McMILLAN, HINCIN, AND TAKANO 
1. M-channels. 
The preceding work will be applied to the theory of 
channels. As in the previous chapter , let (A*,A*), 
(B*,B*), and (W,F) = (A*1 X B*1, A*1 X B*1) be measurable 
spaces where A* and B* are arbitrary sets, A* and B* are 
s-algebras, and I is the set of all integers. Consider 
also the measurable spaces (A*1,A*1) and (B*1,!**1). If 
w(W,let h and k be defined on W by 
h(w) = H(u,v) = u, 
and 
k(w) = k(u,v) = v. 
If E C W, let hE = (hw:w(EJ, and if M C A*1, let 
h^M = {w:hw(MJ. 
Because of the natural correspondence between the sets of 
the type {uj and sets of the type [u] X B*1 for ufA*1, 
A(A if and only If hAfA*1 and A = hA X B*1, 
and 
MfA*1 if and only if h_1M = M X B*IfA. 
Note also that 
A*1 ={hA:Afl) = hA, 
and 
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A = [h^MiMfA*1} = h^A* 1. 
Similar remarks apply to k, B and B* . While it is true 
of most work in information theory that A* is finite, and 
hence the set (u), consisting of the single element u, is 
a member of A* , this may not be so in this work. 
If g is an extended real valued A measurable function, 
then g is constant on sets of the type Ju] X B* . Hence, 
if we allow h u to be any element, fixed through this dis-
I -1 I 
cussion, of u X B* , then gh is defined on A* and is 
A* measurable. Similar remarks apply to B measurable 
functions, B* , and k. 
Assume that a function p Is given satisfying i) and 
ii) of Section (11,1), or that there is a function ^ on 
A*1 X B*1 such that 
1) 9(u,*) is a probability on B*1 for each ufA*1, 
and 
2) 9(',N) is measurable A*1 for each NlB*1. 
There is a natural correspondence between functions of type 
p and those of type 9 defined by 
p(w,B) = ^>(hw,kB) for B(B and w(W, 
9(u,N) = pJhfVk"1!!) for NfB*1 and u(A#I. 
The measurability restrictions make this correspondence 
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meaningful, well defined, and one to one. Condition 2 
has been ignored by the previous writers in this field. 
Clearly, when P only is given, remarks similar to those 
made in Section (11,1) about the existence of p can be 
made about the existence of •>? . Throughout, the p and 
V used will be assumed to be in the above correspondence 
with each other. In addition,yu will denote a probability 
on A* , and P^ a probability on A in which ju = P^h and 
P1 = ju h. As in Chapter II, v> and ju generate a unique 
probability measure P on F by requiring that 
P(MXN) = ( v>(-,N)d/* . 
This integral is equal to 
( p(-,A*JXN) dPx; 
MXB*1 
hence, u h = Pj = PA, and 
V(h(-),kB7 = p(-,B) = P(B|A)(.) a.e. 'P^ . 
As in Theorem (11,1,1), if P is such that these two state-
ments are true, then P Is generated as above. Also 
V(u,N) = P(k"1NJh"1A*I)h"1(u) for almost all ^ ' 
points u in A* . Thus, correspondences between A and A* , 
P, andytt , B and B* , and p and V have been established. 
The function V will be called the transmission probability, 
and its relation to an actual conditional probability should 
be clear. 
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Definition. An M-channel is (A*,A*,9,B*,B*) where -^satis-
fies (1) and (2) above. 
This definition is a slight modification of McMillan's 
definition (15) in which A* and B* are finite, or at most 
countably infinite, and A* and B* are the s-algebras of all 
subsets in each respectively. In this work let it be 
stressed that no assumption is made on the cardinality of 
A* and B*, nor any on A* or B*. It should be remarked that 
this change necessitates a slight modification in the fol-
lowing definitions of certain types of M-channels. In the 
finite or countable alphabet cases the definitions are e-
quivalent, and, following McMillan, the M-channel is de-
noted by (A*,>>,B*) only. 
2
 • Stationary M-channels. 
In the following, let (A*,A*,9,B*,B*) be an M-channel. 
Definition (McMillan). v> (or the channel) is stationary 
(a.e.J^') if and only if, for each NfB*1, 
V(Tu,TN) *>>(u,N) for all (almost all XJJ} points) 
ufA*1. 
Because of the correspondence between V and p, it is clear 
that V is stationary, or stationary a.e. if and only if p 
is. 
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For completeness, some of the theorems in the pre-
vious chapter will be restated in terms of channels. Theo-
rem (11,2,1) becomes 
Theorem 1_. Let P be generated byu and V . T is stationary 
on (F,P) if and only if T is stationary on ( A * 1 ^ ) , and v> 
is stationary a.e. J#' . 
Corollary (Hin5in,13). If T is stationary on ( A * 1 ^ ) , and 
V is stationary, then T Is stationary on (F,P), and this 
in turn implies that T is stationary on (B* ,??), where 
^ = Pk'1. 
3. Ergodicity preserving M-channels. 
-1 -1 
Let X. = x.h , and Y. = y.k where x. and y. are 
as defined in Section (11,3). The domain of X is A*1, Y 
is B*1; XA(u) = u(i), and Y^v) = v(i). The notation for 
s-algebras in Section (11,3) will be modified by placing a 
tilde above if the lower case x or y is replaced by upper 
case. For instance S is the minimal s-algebra in A* such 
that the X.,i^n, are measurable. Naturally, there is no 
£n, £ n , etc. in this case since X. and Y. are defined on 
different spaces. 
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Definition. -0 (or the channel) is past (future) tail 
independent if B* and §~°° (B ) are independent relative 
oo 
to V(u,•) for u in A*1. 
As in Section (11,3), these tail independence condi-
tions imply that, for each ufA*1, V(u,*) of a set of |'°° , 
or respectively § , is zero or one. However, changing u 
may change V(u,N) from zero to one, or vice versa. It is 
interesting to contrast this with Theorem (111,5,1) which 
appears later. 
Sometimes, in special cases, it is easily seen that 
I C A v B 0 0 v O o r I C A v B Q O v 0, In which case Theo-
rem (11,3,1) is of particular interest. A restatement is 
in order. 
Theorem 1. If I C A v B"00 v 0 (A v B v 0), T is er-
godic on (A* ,u), v>is stationary and past (future) tail 
Independent, then T is ergodic on (P,P). (Note that I de-
pends on bothu and v> .) 
Definition. v> is avip-Independent if 
1) there is a monotone sequence of numbers 
e^.^0 such that lim e, = 0, 
* k—OD K 
2) for each bounded Interval I' of integers and each 
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k > -oo , there is a set Ej, , C A* with 
lim ET, . = A*1, 
k—co l ,K 
such that 
3) for each E' in fi j, and E in S k 
|9(u,EE')-^u,E)^(u,E')| ± ekv>(u,E) 
for all u(Ej, , . 
If S , -oo , and k > -oo in the above are replaced by 
B
 k, hoo, and k <*-oo respectively, then Vis avif-indepen-
dent. If e k is zero for all k, then V is respectively 
vip- or vif-Independent. 
Hence, vip- and vif-independence Imply avip- and 
avif-independence. 
As was explained in the previous chapter, the concepts 
of vip- and vif-independence are introduced only in order to 
avoid the question of whether or not I is a subcollection 
of A v B~°° v 0 or A v B v 0. If the answer is always 
in the affirmative, Theorem 1, without the then superfluous 
hypothesis concerning I, would be the best theorem available 
in this direction; that is, unless one wants to further an-
alyze which part B' of B~°° (or B ) to take and subject 
to a condition so as to guarantee that I and B are condi-
tionally independent to A. Theorem (11,4,1) provides the 
tool 
which enables us to proceed in case the answer to the above 
is not always in the affirmative. In channel theory this 
result becomes the following. 
Theorem 2. If T is ergodic on (A*I^), >> is stationary 
and avip- or avif independent, then T is ergodic on (F,P). 
It hardly need be pointed out that this conclusion 
implies that T is also ergodic on (B*1,??), where ??= Pk"1. 
In the next section it will be shown that two theorems by 
Hincin and Takano are corollaries of this theorem. Let it 
be emphasized that the techniques employed to prove this 
theorem are responsible for allowing the use of arbitrary 
sets A* and B*, arbitrary s-algebras A* and B* of A* and B* 
respectively, and the weakening of the assumptions from 
those of Hincin and Takano. 
4. Application to the work of Hincin and Takano. 
Although Hincin and Takano assume A* and B* are fi-
nite sets, this will not be assumed unless so stated. 
Definition.(Takano,18). J (or the channel) is t-step depen-
dent if there is an integer valued function t on A* such 
that, for all n, g ^ o - !
 an(3 g^ are independent relative 
to V(u,*) for all u such that t(u) = t . 
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It should be born in mind, for a giveny^, that this 
n-t -1 implies that B ° and B are conditionally independent 
given A a.e. 'P' on [w:t(hw) = t J. 
Definition. If t(u) = d for all u(A*J in the above, then 
•J (or the channel) is d-Independent. 
Theorem 1_. Each of the following implies the next: 
i) >> is d-independent. 
ii) Vis t-step dependent, 
iii) 9 is vip-independent. 
iv) -Pis avip-independent. 
v) I and B are conditionally independent given A 
for any given^. 
In addition iv) implies past tail independence, and 
if I C A v B~°° v 0, then past tail independence implies 
v). Clearly, vif and avif could replace vip and avip in 
the above. 
The only part of this theorem which has not been pre-
viously proved or is not obvious is that ii) implies iii). 
(Note that Theorem (11,4,l) proved that iv) implies v).) 
The proof, is easy. For each interval 
I' = [n,n*l,.. .,rj, or I' = [n,n*-l,n*2,...j, 
of Integers, and each k let 
Ej,
 k = ju:t(u) = n-k-l] . 
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Clearly 
UE , = A*1, 
k i ,K 
and S and & j, are independent relative to V(u,«) for all 
u(Ej, . . As was previously pointed out, for vip-indepen-
dence it is sufficient to have UET, . = A* , for then it 
k J- ,K 
is easily seen that the Ej, . could be chosen so that 
lim ET, . = A*1, 
k—oo 'K 
It should be observed that vip-Independence does not 
imply t-step dependence. The essential difference between 
the two concepts, under the condition that v> is stationary, 
is that the sets Ej, , may shift under the transform T in 
the case of vip-independence; that is, we may assume with-
out loss of generality that, if I' \- j is the interval of 
integers in which each integer is the integer j plus an 
integer from I', then 
T EI',k = EI' «. j,k t- J. 
The set Ej,
 k, as mentioned previously, need not be meas-
urable A*1, but if it is, and if T^Ej,
 k = Ej, k, then the 
hypothesis that T is ergodic on (A* ,^ w) would imply 
/£(EZi >k) = 0 or 1. 
In the proof of Theorem 1, it becomes clear that the sets 
Ej,
 k = |u:t(u) = n-k-lj are invariant under t-step 
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dependence, for 
TJEj,k = (u:t(u) = (nt- j)-(k + j)-l) = E j , ^ . 
It may also be assumed without loss of generality that t 
is such that 
(u:t(u) = t j = UTi(u:t(u) = t j . 
This argument proves that if T is ergodic on (A* ,J), and 
V stationary, then t-step dependence with t measurable 
A* implies d-independence a.e. \UL* for some integer d. 
The next theorem shows that the condition t-step depen-
dence is this strong without assuming that t is measurable. 
In a letter to this writer, Professor Takano emphasized 
that t was not necessarily to be assumed measurable. 
Theorem 2. If T is ergodic on (A*
 tju), Vis stationary, 
and B is separable, then t-step dependence implies, for 
some non-negative integer d (which may depend on/c), that 
for all n, £ and Sn"a" are independent relative to 
V(u,-) for almost all xjuC points u(A*. 
Note that § = B* is separable if B* is countable. 
This conclusion then is simply the assertion that for some 
d, and all n, B and B are conditionally independent 
given A, relative to the probability P generated by/* and V 
This could be called "d independence a.e. z/f. 
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Let A. = Ju:for some n, B and <^l~^~ are inde-
pendent relative to v>(u,')J. The A. increases with j, 
and because of the stationarity of V, ufA. if and only if 
T u(A. for all i. It may, and shall, be assumed that 
[u:t(u)£ j ] = A.. Hence, 
T{u:t(u)*jJ = [u:t(u)*jj » Aj = TAj . 
Also, t-step dependence implies that UA. = W. Since A. may 
i 1 J 
not be in A* , let A. be an (A* ,u) measurable cover of A. 
For B(|nand B'fS11^"1, let 
A(n,B,B') = {u:V(u,BB') = V(u,B)V(u,B')} . 
Clearly A(n,B,B') contains A. and is measurable A* . 
Hence, for each n and all such B and B' 
V(-,B B') = V(-,BW(',B') a.e. y in A\ . 
Then, since B is separable, for each n, B and ^"^~l are 
Independent relative to v(u,«) for almost all xj/} points u 
inlj. 
It remains to be shown that for some j,^(A~,) = 1. 
Now TkA, D TkA, = A,; hence, A", is invariant in A*1. 
Since T is ergodic on ( A * 1 ^ ) , then^A".) = 0 or 1. 
The A. can be chosen increasing with j and lim A" = W 
J
 j-»oo J 
since lim A. = W; hence, there is a first integer j„£0 
J-oo J ° 
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with/*(A. ) = 1. Let d be j , or any larger integer. 
Jo 
Hence, for each/*. , t may be considered a constant. 
There is a strong implication throughout Hincin's 
work (13) of O-independence. Other writers have occa-
sionally confined themselves to this case, for example 
Shannon (17), Feinstein (7), and Wolfowitz (20,21,22), 
HinSin's slight oversight in not explicitly stating the 
O-independence assumption, if anything, has stimulated 
investigation in the field (much of this work resulted 
in some measure because of it), and certainly does not 
diminish the clear contribution he has made to the theory. 
Example (111,5,2) later is one satisfying all hypotheses 
of Hincin,'s Theorem (111,4,3) below, except for O-inde-
pendence, and for which the conclusion fails to hold. 
Since Hin6in was assuming O-independence, he understand-
ably made many of the restrictions in his definitions in 
terms of one dimensional cylinder sets. In the following 
we give more general definitions, which are equivalent to 
Hincin's in the O-independence and finite A* and B* case. 
We also remark that if Hincin had made more general defi-
nitions, his work would have been valid under the weaker 
hypothesis of d-independence, with essentially no change 
in his proofs. 
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Takano (18) has given more general definitions 
than Hincin, and has extended Hincin's work to the t-step 
dependence case. The following definitions also agree 
with Takano's in the finite A* and B* case. 
As has been seen, Theorem (111,3,2) makes no use of 
the following concepts. 
Definition (McMillan,15). V(or the channel) has no fore-
sight or is without anticipation if, for each n and N(Bn, 
V(',N) is measurable jj?1. 
For a given/, this Implies by Theorems (11,1,8) and 
(11,1,1), that B n and A ^ are conditionally independent 
given A . A similar remark can be made about the next 
definition. 
Definition (Hincin,13). v>(or the channel) has finite 
memory if there is a non-negative integer m' such that, 
for each n, k*n, and N(B , the function -^(^N) is meas-
urable 2 , . The smallest such integer m for which this 
is true is called the memory, and V(or the channel) is 
said to have memory-m. 
For some reason all the writers in the field require 
no foresight when requiring finite memory. Clearly finite 
memory implies no foresight. Using Theorem 1, the follow-
ing are corollaries of Theorem (111,3,2). 
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Theorem \ (Hincin,13). If A* and B* are finite, T is er-
godic on (A* ,ju), V is stationary, 0-independent, and has 
finite memory, then T is ergodic on (F,P) . 
As was remarked before, Hincin's proof is valid when 
O-independence is replaced by d-independence. 
Theorem 4 (Takano,18). If A* and B* are finite, T is er-
godic on (A* ,ju), Vis stationary, t-step dependent, and 
has finite memory, then T is ergodic on (F,P). 
5. Example s. 
Example 1.. Let A* = [0], B* = fo,l] , 
v . , I = 0 or 1, be such that 
v1(j) = 0 if I = j (mod 2) 
* 1 if i / j (mod 2). 
Let V be defined by 
V(u,{v1J) = g ^ 0, gQ »• gx - 1. 
Clearly V has memory-0. Vis stationary if and only if 
g. • it and for this case, wheny* is the probability on 
A* ; T is ergodic on (F,P). It is interesting to note 
that the .condition of Theorems (11,2,2), (11,3,2), and 
(111,5,1) below are easily checked, and are satisfied. 
However, in this example Theorems (11,3,1), (11,4,1), 
(111,3,1), (111,3,2), (111,4,3), and (111,4,4) do not 
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apply, and the example shows that their converse is false. 
Since it is easily seen here that 
jw,0j v g = i c A v B'00 v g = B~°°
 v g 
= F = (w, ((u,vo)],{(u,Vl)],0) v g, 
then V is not past nor future tail independent. Theorem 
(111,4,1) then shows that v> does not satisfy conditions 
i) - iv), even though condition v) is satisfied. This ex-
ample indicates that Theorems (II,2,2), (1^3,2), and 
(111,5,1) below could be useful. 
Example 2. In Example 1, change v., i = 0 or 1, so that 
vi(j) = 0 if i = 0, 
= 1 if i = 1. 
Estill has memory-0, and is stationary for any g.. T 
is ergodic on (F,P) if and only if g. = 0 or 1. 
This shows, using g. / 0 or 1, that the conclusion 
of Theorem (111,4,3) is false without the O-independence 
condition. 
Example £. Let A* = B* = {0,l} . Let v1 be as In Example 
2, and u., 1 = 0 or 1, be such that 
u^j) = 0 if 1 - j (mod 2), 
= 1 if 1 / j (mod 2). 
If T is stationary on (A* 1^), theny^fuj) a/*([u1}). 
6o 
L e t y ^ f u ^ ) = i, then T is ergodic on (A*1^) . Let V be 
defined a .e . y*' by 
V(u1,{vj]) = gj_ if I = j (mod 2), 
= l-g2 = g2 if i ^ J (mod 2), 
where 0^g,^l. V has memory-0, and is stationary a.e. 
xyjLx if and only if g. = J. It is also clear, as long as 
/4U0] !^!ui] = 1» that T is stationary on (B*1,^). It is 
easily seen that 
P{(VVj)] =|i if i "- j, 
= H if I / j . 
2 
Hence, even though T is stationary on (A* ,u) and (B* ,7?), 
It is stationary on (F,P) if and only if g^ = £. This is 
in agreement with Theorems (11,2,1) and (111,2,1). 
Example 4. In Example 3, let V be defined for all 
ufA*1 by 
V(u,[VjL}) = gv i = 0 or 1, 
and where g. ^ 0 , g^ r g
 2
 =
 1 • Again v has memory-0 and, 
since Tv. = v., V is clearly stationary. As in Example 3, 
lf>u{u0} •/ijuj] = 1, T is stationary on (B*1,??). In this 
example, T is stationary on (P,P) if and only if T is sta-
tionary on ( A * 1 ^ ) . 
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Example 5.. Let u. and v., I = 0 or 1, be defined by 
u^j) =
 Vi(j) = 0 if 1 = j (mod 2), 
= 1 if i / j (mod 2). 
LetjcfaA - 2, then T is ergodic on (A* ,//). 
Let V be defined for all ufA*1, by 
•^ (u, jvj) = g±, i = 0 or 1, 
where g^^O and g, r g
 2
 =
 1- Vis stationary a.e. ^', 
or T is stationary on (F,P), if and only if g± = -g-. T is 
ergodic on (B* ,^) if and only if g1 z \ . Even with 
g. = j , T is not ergodic on (F,P), for each of the sets 
((u,,v,)j has probability i, and 
T ( u i ' v j } = (u(ifl)(mod 2)' v(jH)(mod 2)]' 
Hence, there will be two invariant sets in F, each with 
probability J. Note, that T is also ergodic on 
(B* , V(u,*)) for each u(A* . It is interesting to con-
trast this last statement with Theorem (111,5,1). 
Example 6. Let A* = {0,l|, the unit interval, A* the col-
lection of Legesgue-measurable sets in [o,l] . Let^u be 
the probability on A* determined by 
/<(II A.) = Lebesgue measure of /I A,, 
^ id 1 id i 
where each A. Is a Lebesgue measurable subset of [0,l] . 
It is easily seen that the set S of constant sequences 
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in A* is measurable and haS^OL probability one. In fact, 
oo m . 
S = H U II A ^ m , where 
m=l 1=1 j(I J 
Psr • I ] i f i - m > 
and P(U II Aj"'m) = 1 for each positive integer m. Let 
1=1 j(I J 
B* = {0,lj, B* the collection of all subsets of B*. Let 
Vbe defined by the following: 
^(u,*) is the same probability on B* for all \x/s, 
and for u in S, in which case there is a q in[o,l] such 
that ii(i) - q all i(I, let v(u,«) be defined by 
V(u,II B.) = II q 
ifl 1 ifl 1 
where B.(B*, and 
q± ° q If 1 ^ , o/B^ 
1-q if ljfov 0 ^ , 
1 if B 1 = [0,1], 
0 if B± = 0. 
Then for each "input" ufS, the "output" is the process 
(Y. ,l(lj of indentlcally distributed mutually independent 
random variables each of which takes on the value 1 with 
probability q = u(i) all i(l, 0 with probability 1-q. Hence, 
T is ergodic on (B*I,V(u,')) for each u(S and^(S) = 1. 
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Clearly the input is not ergodic, that is, T is not er-
godic on (A* ,//); hence, T is stationary but not ergodic 
on (F,P). It is also clear that T is ergodic on 
(B* ,??), for, under??, the random variables Y. are as a-
bove with q = i . 
Examples 5 and 6 display features that must be 
suppressed for T to be ergodic on (F,P). In Example 5 
the u-crosssections of some invariant sets In F have 
v^u,*) measure one half for almost all '/*' points u(A* . 
In Example 6, note that E = (II A.) X B*1, where 
1(1 1 
Al = [°»i] is invariant in F, and that almost all y 
u-crosssections have y(u,#) measure zero or one, but It is 
false that almost all have measure zero or almost all have 
measure one. There is, in fact, probability one half that 
a u-crosssection will have V(u,«) measure zero and the same 
for measure one. The Set E is representative of all in-
variant sets of Example 6. Here it must be born in mind 
that T Is not ergodic on (A* ,/<). 
The next theorem, while perhaps not too useful, 
crystallizes these remarks. 
Theorem 1. Let E u * [ V : ( U , V ) ( E ] , and hE = (hw:w(EJ for 
E C W. T is ergodic on (F,P) if and only if 
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T 
i) T is ergodic on (A*
 tu), Vis stationary, and 
ii) for each E(I, >>(u,Eu) = 1 for almost all ]/*S 
points u(hE, or = 0 for almost all j/*1 points 
u(hE. 
It is well known that when the s-algebra F is the 
minimal s-algebra containing the "rectangles" in A* X B* 
with sides in A*1 and B*1, that is, F = A*1 X B*1, then 
Eu(B*1 for u(A*J, and hE^* 1. 
To prove "only if", ii) only needs proof. If E(I, 
then P(E) = 0 or 1. Fubini's theorem states that 
V(u,E ) = 0 for almost all ]/+x points u, or 1 for almost 
all J/t' points u. Hence, ii) is certainly true. 
For the "if" part, as before, i) implies T is sta-
tionary on (F,P). It is easily seen that if E(I, then hE 
Is invariant in A* relative toil (note that I depends on 
P, hence on//.). By i) then^(hE) = 0 or 1, and by ii), 
then P(E) = ( ^(u,E)d>a (u) = 0 or 1. 
hE u 
In Example 5 it is ii) that Is false, while in Ex-
ample 6 it is i). 
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IV 
UNCERTAINTY AND ENTROPY 
1. Definitions and theorems. 
An s-algebra G will be said to be discrete if each 
set in G is a countable union of atoms of G. An atom of 
G, or a G-atom, is a set in G which does not properly con-
tain any set of G other than the empty set 0. The space 
(W,G,PQ). where G Is an s-subalgebra of F, is said to be 
discrete if G is . The work which follows easily includes 
— i — •» 
the case where G is not discrete, but has countably many 
atoms whose probabilities sum to one; for simplicity, we 
exclude this case. The subscript G on P will be dropped 
when there is no possible confusion. 
When G is discrete, there is a corresponding count-
able decomposition of W which could be used in some of 
the work which follows, but for continuity of discussion, 
reference will only be made to s-algebras. 
If G is discrete and has only finitely many atoms, 
G is said to be finite. 
Let G be a discrete s-subalgebra of P. The concept 
of information or entropy, as formulated by Shannon (17), 
and applied to the discrete probability space (W,G,P) is 
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given by 
H(G) = -EP(A1)lgP(A1), 
where A. is the i-th atom of G under some suitable or-
dering of the atoms, lg is log2, OlogO is taken to be 0, 
and the value of the series is t-oo in the extended reals 
when the series Is an infinite one which diverges. H(G) 
is called the information or entropy of G. 
Much work has been done to mathematically character-
ize the concept of "information" from an intuitive approach. 
Shannon (17), Hincin (13), and Fadiev (6) have each shown 
that the definition given by Shannon is uniquely deter-
mined, up to a multiplicative constant, by certain intui-
tive and reasonable conditions. For practical reasons 
this constant is chosen to be one when the base of the log-
arithm is two. Fadiev's conditions are the weakest, and 
the reader is referred to Feinstein (8) for an English ver-
sion of this work. 
Of course, the true value of a characterization lies 
in the theory which can be built around It, but an intui-
tive justification that this writer and others, including 
Perez (l6), have felt is more basic is the following. The 
uncertainty of the outcome of an event, if there is a way 
! 
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of mathematically describing a concept of uncertainty-, 
would continuously and strictly decrease as the proba-
bility of the event increased. In addition, the uncer-
tainty of the simultaneous occurrence of two independent 
events may reasonably be assumed to be the sum of the un-
certainties associated with each individually. 
The first assumption leads to the condition that the 
uncertainty , U(G,w) of G at w satisfies 
U(G,w) = fPG(w), 
where G(w) is the atom of G containing w, and f is a 
strictly monotone decreasing continuous extended real 
valued function whose domain includes [o,l] . If the em-
phasis is on the uncertainty of an event G(F, then G would 
be the collection {w,G,W-G,#j, and for this U(G,•) would 
be evaluated at a point w(G. 
The second assumption leads to the condition that 
f(pp') = f(p) *- f(p'), 
where p and p' are, say, the probabilities of independent 
events. As Is well known, the only function f satisfying 
these requirements is a positive multiple of the logarithm 
with a base between zero and one, or equivalently, a nega-
tive multiple with a base greater than one. (Assume log20 
is -oo in the extended reals.) 
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Making a third assumption by agreeing with the prac-
tice of choosing the multiple to be minus one and the base 
two, the function f is uniquely determined and is -lg. 
Thus we define the uncertainty U(G,w) of G at w by 
U(G,w) = -lgPG(w), 
and it is uniquely determined by the above three condi-
tions. 
Shannon's information then becomes the average un-
certainty; 
H(G) = EU(G,•)• 
Note that PG(*) is measurable G. 
Let H by any s-subalgebra of F. A version U(G,'H, •) 
of the conditional uncertainty of G given H is defined by 
U(G|H,w) = -lgP(G(w),'H)(w) 
where in any discussion P(A,'H) is a fixed chosen version 
for each atom A of G. 
If H is also discrete, there is but one possible 
value of U(G|H,w) to be concerned with if PH(w)>0. This 
is so because at such a point w 




With fixed chosen versions P(A.jH) for each atom A. of G, 
we also have 
U(GjH,-) = -Z IA lg P(A.|H) 
I Ai 1 " 
= - I g l IA P(A,|H) a.e. P, 
i \ 1 " 
where I. is the indicator function of the i-th atom A.. 
Ai 1 
It might be noted, since 
1 ^ P(A1JH) ^ 0 a.e. 'P' on A±) 
that 
1 *P(Q(-)JH) ^ 0 a.e. 'P' . 
Also P(G(»)jH), and hence U(G|H,•) are measurable GvH, 
where GvH is the minimal s-algebra containing G and H. 
In general they are not measurable H. 
Applying Shannon's concept of conditional informa-
tion or entropy to discrete s-algebras G and H, one gets 
HH(G) = - E P(AiBJ)lgP(Bj|Ai) 
where A, is the i-th atom of G, and B. is the j-th atom of 
H, and the same assumptions are made about lg and the series 
as before. In this case, the conditional entropy is the 
average conditional uncertainty. We thus define the con-
ditional entropy HH(G) of G given H, where only G is as-
sumed discrete, by 
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HH(G) = EU(GjH,•)• 
Note that the integral of -lgP(G(•)JH)(•) always exists. 
Shannon and others have used, without isolating, the 
concept of point conditional entropy. Flanagan (10) iso-
lated the concept, and much of what we now show for dis-
crete G, he did for finite G. We also relax the integra-
bility condition he imposed, and assume only that integrals 
exist in order that conditional expectation may be defined 
(Loeve,l4). If there is possible confusion, the word "gen-
eralized" will be used to denote this type of conditional 
expectation. 
A version H(G{H, •) of the point conditional entropy 
of G given H, where only G is assumed discrete, is defined 
by 
H(GJH,-) = -EP(Ai|H)lgP(A1JH), a.e. 'PR', 
where A. is the i-th atom G. Again the same assumptions 
are applied to the series and lg, thus point conditional 
entropy always exists, finite or infinite at each point 
w(W, and is unique up to a.e. 'Pu'. If H is also discrete, 
and if PH(w) > 0, the above is 
- £ P(A, |H(w))lgP(A 'H(w)) at w in the H-atom H(w). i i - l - -
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In any case, if P(*|H)(w) is a probability on G 
for each w, then 
H(GjH,w) = Ep(.jH)(w) (-lgP(G(')!H)(w)} 
= J -lgP(G(w'),'H)(w)P(dw'jH)(w). 
This gives Insight into the concept and corresponds to 
the usual realistic situation in which one only knows what 
H allows, and works with a conditional probability dis-
tribution given H. 
Theorem 1_. If G is discrete, 
H(GjH,w) = E(U(GJH,')|H}(W) 
for almost all 'P^' points w. 
Flanagan's proof for finite G need be modified only 
in that "generalized" conditional expectation and mono-
tone convergence would be used; however, we shall use only 
the properties of "generalized" conditional expectation in 
the following proof. 
E { U ( G J H , - ) | H } = E{-lgP(G(.)|H)(.)|H j 
=
 E f - I l A (•)lgP(A1jH)(-) H 1
 i Al 1 " 
a
 - E * IA ^(A.lH) H I \ 1 
= -EP(A1!H)lgP(A1}H) 
= H(G{H,-) a.e. 'P„'. 
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Note that monotone convergence allows the interchanging of 
E and £. 
Corollary. If G is discrete, then 
HJJ(G) * E(H(G|H, •)) = E{U(GJH, •)j , 
finite or infinite, and 
HR(G) *e_1lge E ?{w:0< P(A1|H)(w) < lj . 
It is a trivial observation from this corollary that 
the following are equivalent: 
U(G|H,•) is integrable. 
H(GjH, •) is integrable. 
HR(G) Is finite. 
Because of the inequality, HTT(G) is finite in case there 
are only finitely many atoms in G with positive probability 
which are not in H v 0. 
To prove the inequality, observe that 
0*<j)(t) = tlgt*$ (e"1)> -oo, 
and 
Hjj(G) = E[-^(pP(A1',H)} = -E { <pP(A±|H) 
1 1
 {w:0< P(A1|H)(w) < 1} 
^ -(Me"1) EP{w:0<P(A,|H)(w)< 1} . 
1 1 "" 
Lemma. If a random variable x Is positive on a set A of 
F, then 
E{XI A|HJ > 0 a.e. 'P' on A. 
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The proof follows from observing that 
E ( X I A | H J ^ 0 a .e . ' P ' , 
and if M i s the set where i t i s zero, then 
0 = ( E{xIA',H) = ( xI A = ( x. 
M * M h AM 
Hence P(AM) = 0, or the last integral would be positive. 
Let P(G(-)jH)(*) be written P(G|H). 
Corollary. F(A|H) > 0 a.e. 'P' on A, 
P(A{H)< 1 a.e. 'P' on W-A, 
and 
P(G{H) > 0 a.e. 'P' . 
Let {Gj be the cardinality of the collection of atoms 
in G with positive probability. 
Theorem 2. If G is discrete, then 
O ^ - l g l P2(A |H)*H(GjH, •) 
I x " 
^IgZ I{w:P(A1',H)(w)>0) - l g^' 
a.e. 'P', where A1 Is the i-th atom of G, and H(G|H,•) » 0 
a.e. 'P' if and only if the atoms of G differ from sets In 
H by probability zero. If H* is the completion of H, this 
last condition is that G C H * . 
Flanagan proved that H(G]H,•) satisfies the extreme 






We shall prove the last part of Theorem 2 first. 
Since <p(t) = tlgt * 0 for t([o,l] , and <j)(t) = 0 if 
and only if t = 0 or 1, H(G|H, •) = -[^P(A |H)iO a.e. P, 
i 1 
and = 0 if and only If P(Ai|H) = 0 or 1 a.e. 'P' for each 
I. Now as a result of the above corollary P(A.{H) = 0 or 
1 a.e. 'P' if and only if A1 differs from a set in H by 
probability zero. Hence, H(G{H,•) = 0 a.e. P if and only 
if G C H*. 
For the first part, Jensen's inequality for gen-
eralized conditional expectation yields 
H(GjH,-) = E{-lgP(G(-)|H)|Hj 
* -lgE{P(G(-)|H)|H} 
= -lgE[ElAP(AiiH)|H) 




For the other half of the proof, let (h* be - if 
•A J\ 
x f 0, and be 0 if x = 0. If x is measurable H, then so 
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is (-)*. By the previous corollary, recall that 
P(G(-)|H) >0 a.e., 
then 
H(G|H,-) = E{-lgP(G(-)jH)|H} 
= E{lgp-1(G(.)|H)|H] 
* lgE(P"1(G(-)!H)|H] 
= lgB{ [ Z IAiP(A1}H)J " L |H} 
= lgE(
 ?\(^^r/lH-) 
• IgE ( _ 1
 T , )* P(A'!H) 





with PH probability one. This concludes the proof. 
Note that the last inequality would be equality in 
case H is discrete and each H-atom of positive probability 
intersects every G-atom of positive probability with posi-
tive probability. This is certainly the case if H • [w,0^. 
Corollary. If H = {W,0} and G is discrete, then 
U(G|H,•) = U(G,-) a.e. 'P', 
and 
H(G|H,-) = H„(G) = H(G) a.e. 'P' . 
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Hence 
0 6 -lgl P2(A.)iH(G)s lgJGJ. 
I ± 
Corollary. If G is discrete, and H is any s-subalgebra of 
F, then in addition to the corollary of Theorem 1, 
0* -Elgl P2(Ai',H)^HH(G)^EB(G',H, -)*lg{G|. 
Corollary. The following are equivalent: 
i) G C H * . 
ii) H(G|H,-) = 0 a.e. 'P'. 
iii) HJJ(G) = 0. 
iv) U(GjH, •) = 0 a.e. 'P' . 
Corollary. If H and G are discrete, and each H-atom inter-
sects with positive probability at most K atoms of G, then 
B(G|H, •) £lgK a.e. 'P'; 
hence, 
H(GJH, • ) * lgK a.e. 'P' , 
and 
Hjj(a) ^ lgK. 
For this last corollary, it might be observed that 
when H is also discrete, B(G}H,w) is the number of G-atoms 
which intersect the H-atom H(w) with positive probability. 
This should be compared with the observation following the 
corollary to Theorem 1. In the previous corollary, G C H * 
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implies K = 1. It might also be observed that the maximum 
value lgK will be achieved in the case of H(G}H,w) when 
P(A1JH)(w) = jra.e. 'P' for each of K distinct values of i, 
and be 0 a.e. 'P' for the remaining. If this is true for 
almost all 'P' points w, then HH(G) = lgK. 
Lemma. If H is an s-subalgebra of F, A(F, and x is an F 
measurable extended real function such that ( xP(A{H)dP 
A 
exists, then 
IAE(IAxjH) = IAP(A!H)E(xjHvF(A)) a . e . ' P ' , 
where F(A) = {W,A,W-A,(2f}. 
Clearly both members are measurable HvF(A). If B(H, 
then 
( IAE(IAxjH) = ( IAE(I xjH) 
A B A A g A A 
= ( E(lAxjH)P(AjH) 
B A " 
= [ xP(AjH) 
AB 
= ( P(A|H)E(x|HvP(A)). 
AB 
Flanagan (10) proved the following corollary to this 
lemma, and his proof could have been modified to prove this 
lemma; however, the above proof is shorter. 
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Corollary. If A and B are in F, and H is an s-subalgebra 
of P, then 
IAP(ABjH) = IAP(A|H)P(BjHvF(A)) a.e. PHvF(A). 
Corollary. If G and G' are discrete s-subalgebras of F, 
then 
P(G(.)G'(-)jH) = P{G(-)|H)P(G'(.){HyG) a.e. PHvG. 
On the set AB where A is a G-atom, and B is a G'-atom, 
this reduces to the first corollary, since, in this case, 
P(B|HvG) = P(B|HvF(A)) a.e. on A. 
Theorem \ . If G and G' are discrete, then 
i) U(GvG',»H,.) = U(G|H,-)t-U(G|HvG, •) a.e. 'P', 
ii) H(GvG'{H,-) = H(G{H, •) fE{u(G' {HvG, •) |Hj( •) a.e.'P', 
and 
iii) HH(GvG') = HH(G)fHHv(J(G'). 
Notice that i) follows from the last corollary and 
the definition of conditional uncertainty, ii) from Theorem 
1 and i), and iii) from corollary to Theorem 1 and i) or 
ii). 
Corollary. If G C G', both discrete, then 
I) U(G|H,«) *U(G','H,-) a.e. 'P', 
II) H(GJH,-) <H(0'|H,-) a.e. 'P\ 
and 
iii) H„(G) *HU(G'). 
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The f i r s t Corollary to Theorem 2 shows that by taking 
H = {w,#} we obtain the same inequalities in the non-condi-
tional case . 
Theorem 4. If G is discrete, H C H ' , then 
i) H(G|H,-)* E { H ( G | H ' , - ) | H ] a .e . ' P ' , 
and 
ii) HR(G) ^H H,(G). 
The function (}) defined by (j)(t) = tlgt is continuous 
and convex on [0, l] . Hence, 
H(G{H,«) = - £ (j)P(A.jH) 
i x 
= - E (?E{P(A, JH')|H] 
i i - ' J 
k -E EfyPU^H')|H) 
= E f - E ^ t A j j H ' J j H ] 
- E { H ( G | H ' , - ) | H } a .e . 'P' . 
Taking expectations in i) yields i i ) . If appropriate, in 
the symbols for uncertainty and entropy, the symbol for an 
s-algebra which i s the minimal one relative to which cer-
tain functions are measurable will be replaced by the sym-
bols for the functions. For example, H(P(x) jPfy^y?)) will 
be written H(x}y1,y2). 
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2. Entropy per symbol. 
Let x = {x , -oo < n < «-oo] be a stochastic process in 
which the range of each x is contained in the same fixed 
countable set A. 
Shannon (17) defined the entropy per symbol H*(x) of 
the process x when it is a stationary Markov process and A 




 " \ i ^ ' = \ , 1 ( X " ] 
m-1 n-1 
for all m and n. In case the random variables are mutually 
independent, he observed that 
H*(x) = H(xm) = H(xn) 
for all m and n. Shannon's Theorems 5 and 6 justify these 
definitions. His Theorem 5 asserts that - H(x.u.,...,x, ) 
is monotonely decreasing as n increases, and 
lim - H(x, , , .. -,x, ) =H*(x). 
n-*Hx> 
Theorem 6 states that H (x.) is monotonely de-
xi-n'" ,,,:xi-l 1 
creasing as n increases, and 
lim H_ _ (x.) = H*(x). 
n-rfoo xl-n'""xl-l 1 
The hypotheses of the theorems were that x be stationary 
and Markov, since H*(x) was as yet undefined otherwise. 
However, Shannon recognized that the limits existed and 
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were free of the parameter i under weaker hypotheses, and 
commented that the limit in the stationary Markov~<£ case 
was HY (x. ), but he failed to define H*(x) for 
X W ' ' '' 1-1 1 
the more general cases. 
By Theorem (IV,1,4) on Entropy, the limit in Shannon's 
Theorem 6 is a monotone one; hence, always exists for any 
process when the range of x ± is countable. If, in addition, 
the process is stationary, then the limit is the same for 
all i. By Theorem (IV,1,3) 
H | ,M xlJ = H ( W 4"Hxlfl(xi^2) *• •'• 
fHx x
 {xiJ' xifl' " " IHI-1 1 K 1 
Hence, if x is stationary, each term of either member of 
this equality is independent of i, and the limit in Shannon's 
Theorem 5 exists and is the same as that in Shannon's Theo-
rem 6. McMillan recognized this when A is finite and x 
stationary, and formulated the following definition for 
that case. We extend it to the countable A case. 
Definition. If A is countable and the process x is sta-
tionary, then the entropy per symbo1 H*(x) of the process 
x is defined by 
H*(x) = lim £H(X±> ...,X ). 
n-* oo 
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It is worth remarking that McMillan's functions 
g n = U(x0|x_n,...,x_1),pn(x) = P(F(xQ)Jx_n,...,x_1), 
and f n U ) = U(x ,,...,x ). Hence, the concept of uncer-
tainty has been a basics one in the theory, and one worth 
isolating. 
Shannon's Theorem 3 states, for ergodic Markov pro-
cesses with A finite, that 
lim - U(x. „,_•, , • . .,x.) = H*(x) in measure 'P'. 
n+co n 1_n4"i 1 
McMillan proved when A is finite and x stationary that the 
above limit exists in mean 1, and if the process is er-
godic the limit in mean 1 is H*(x). In this case, the 
limit is also in measure, and McMillan refers to the con-
vergence in measure property as the asymptotic equiparti-
tion property (AEP). Flanagan Identified the limit, in 
the case of finite A and stationarity, as 
E{H(x1J . . .,xi_2,xjL_1)(lj, 
where ,1 is the s-algebra of invariant sets under the in-
duced shift transformation for the stationary process. 
The proof of McMillan's result follows from the mean ergodic 
theorem and the fact, when A Is finite and the process Is 
stationary, that U(xQ|x ,.. .,x_1) is integrable and con-
verges in mean 1. 
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Flanagan also showed that if in addition to station-
arity, the process x is Markov -«c, and A finite, then the 
convergence in Shannon's Theorem 3 was a.e. to the limit 
Flanagan identified. Flanagan also showed this for a pro-
cess he called a £-state process. 
It has been a problem for some time to investigate 
the a.e. convergence in general. Recently Breiman (3) 
showed by a calculation on Birkhoff's ergodic result that, 
if the process is ergodic and Efsup U(x. -,...,x.)] is 
n < oo 
i 
finite, then -- u(xt_ni4» • • ->xi) converge a.e. to H*(x). 
His proof, that the above expectation of the supremum is 
finite if A is finite, seems to be in error. However, 
Breiman has communicated a new proof of this to Prof. J. L. 
Doob in a personal correspondence. 
Since we have adopted the position of allowing A to 
be countable, rather than only finite, we summarize these 
results. 
Theorem 1_. If {xn,-oo<n < K » ] is a stationary process with 
countable range A, I_ is the s-algebra of invariant set un-
der the induced shift transformation, and 
i) (Shannon, McMillan) if lim U(x |x ,... ,x .) 
n-*oo 




lim i- U( X l , . . . , x n ) = E{V{xQ\ . . . ,x__2,x_1) | l J 
n-*oo 
in mean 1, or 
i i ) (Breiman) if Efsup U(x jx
 n , . . - , x .)} < oo (n < oo 
(which is satisfied if A is f in i t e ) , 
then 
lim i- U(x,, . . . ,x ) = E{u(x I . . . ,x
 2 ,x , ) | l ] 
n-*-oo - - I - J 
a . e . , 
Breiman considered only the ergodic case, but it is 
a trivial observation that his Theorem 1 may be modified 
to give the above, 
3. Rate of transmission of Information. 
We apply McMillan's extension of Shannon's definition 
of rate of transmission as follows. 
Definition. If the stationary joint stochastic process 
(x,y) = {(xi,yi),i(lj is such that x^ and yi are countably 
valued, then H*(x), H*(y), and H*(x,y) are defined. If 
H*(x,y) is finite, then the rate R(x,y) (of transmission 
of information from the x-process to the y-process) is 
defined by 
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R(x,y) - H*(x) <- H*(y) - H*(x,y) 
= H*(x) - H*(x) 
= H*(y) - H x(y). 
If x. and y. are coordinate functions as in Chapter 
II, then it is convenient later to use R(x,y,P) for the 
rate when the probability on F((x.,y.),i(I) is P. It is 
also convenient to let 
R(x,y,P,n) = - [H(xi, ...,xn) <• H(y1, . . . ,yn) 
-H(x1,y1,...,xn,yn)], 
then if the joint process is stationary, R(x,y,P,n) con-
verges to R(x,y,P) as n-»oo , when R(x,y,P) is defined. 
Also, if the collection (y^,...,yn) is changed to the 
^collection (yk,...,y ) or (yj_,...,y fc), then the above 
rate may be denoted by R(x,y,P,n,k), and again if the 
joint process is stationary, then R(x,y,P,n,k) converges 




1- Finitary devices of McMillan. 
The notion of an M-channel in Chapter III is based 
on the formulation by McMillan (15). As he pointed out, 
this formulation is somewhat narrow if one wishes to con-
sider even the type of channels and sources which would 
fit the requirements specified by Shannon (17). 
In Section 10 (Finitary devices) of McMillan's paper 
(15), he formulates a type of channel in reference to 
Shannon's work involving Markov assumptions. The rela-
tionship between this type, which he calls finitary, and 
his other type, which we call an M-channel, is not shown. 
We shall attempt to show the connection and also the re-
lation with the work of Shannon, Blackwell, Breiman, 
Thomasian, Wolfowitz, Feinstein, and Hin6in. Although this 
finitary formulation was incomplete and no theorems justi-
fying its introduction were proved by McMillan, it seems to 
be a general setting covering the work done so far on chan-
nels which are not M-channels. 
Definition (McMillan,15). A finitary channel is 
(A*,B*,C*,Q,9) where 
i) A*, B*, and C* are finite sets, 
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ii) Q is a function with domain A*, such that 
a) for each a(A*, Q(a) is a Markov transition 
matrix for the elements ("states") of C*, 
and 
iii) 0 is a function on C* into B*. 
The finite sets A*, B*, and C* are referred to respectively 
as the input, output, and channel state alphabets. The 
elements Q(a,c,c') of Q(a) are interpreted as the condi-
tional transition probabilities given the present input 
a, a(A*, and the previous channel state c, c(C*, that the 
channel moves into a present state c', c'(C*. Thus, if the 
finitary channel is in the state c, and an input a "trig-
gers" the channel Into state c', the output will be 
0(c'), 0(c')(B*. 
Definition (McMillan,15). A finitary source for a fini-
tary channel with input alphabet A is (D*,M,({)) where 
i) D* is a finite set, 
ii) a) M is Markov matrix for elements (states) in 
D*, 
and 
iii) (J) is a function on D* into A*. 
The finite set D* is referred to as the source state alpha-
bet. The elements M(d,d') of M are the transition 
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probabilities of a transition from state d to d'. (p Is 
called a finitary encoder. Other types of encoders will 
be considered later. 
McMillan (15) describes a method for connecting a 
stationary process to a finitary channel. Probabilities 
p(c ) are assigned to the zero-th channel state c . If 
the probability that the sequence a,,...,a is presented 
to the finitary channel Is^ndLa., . . . ,a 1), then the prob-
ability that the joint process results in inputs a,,...,a , 
and states c0»ci »•••»cn is defined to be 
p(cQ)/i([a1, . . .,an])Q(a1,co,c1). . •^an>Qn.i'°n^ • 
Blackwell, Breiman, and Thomasian (2) also adapt this method 
for their Theorem 5- McMillan refers to some stationary ab-
solute probabilities for the "first" transition of channel 
state, but it is not clear that the joint input-output pro-
cess will be stationary under his description. As is easily 
seen from the above, he also "starts" the joint process off 
by allowing the channel to be in an initial state with the 
inputs stochastically independent of this state. This may 
eliminate the very joint process he wishes to set up, since, 
if it is stationary, then the (nt-l)-th input i = 1,2,... 
will always be stochastically independent of the n-th chan-
nel state. There seems to be no general method of 
I 
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connecting arbitrary stationary processes to an arbitrary 
finitary channel which will avoid this trouble. 
2• Blackwell, Breiman and Thomasian's formulation. 
The following description, by Blackwell, Breiman, 
and Thomasian (2),gives a method for connecting a finitary 
source to a finitary channel so as to allow stochastic de-
pendence between the previous channel state and the present 
and future inputs. This must be allowed since both the 
previous channel state as well as the present input may 
depend stochastically on the previous input. 
A finitary source is connected to a finitary channel 
by defining a Markov transition matrix J on the ordered 
pairs (states of the joint "process") (d,c) in D* X C* with 
matrix elements defined by 
J((d,c),(d',c')) = M(d,d")Q($(d,),c,c'). 
These matrix elements are the transition probabilities of 
a transition from (d,c) to (d',c'). It is clear that J is 
a Markov matrix. 
A trivial calculation shows, under this formulation 
and using any set of absolute probabilities, that the pre-
vious channel state is conditionally independent of the 
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present and future source states given the previous source 
state . This appears later as a lack of foresight condition. 
Blackwell, Breiman, and Thomasian do not give a defi-
nition of an indecomposable Markov matrix in their paper. 
They say in the proof of their Theorem 1 that itis sufficient, 
in proving that a Markov matrix is indecomposable, to show 
that each pair of states have a common consequence. The 
property is clearly a necessary and sufficient condition 
for a Markov matrix to have only one ergodic class (Doob, 
5,p.179). Since a stationary Markov process with finitely 
many states is ergodic if and only If the Markov matrix 
has only one ergodic class, and since they only require er-
godicity under their condition, we will say that a Markov 
matrix is Indecomposable if it has only one ergodic class. 
If a finitary source also has the property that 
ii) b) M is indecomposable, 
we shall call it an indecomposable source. This is the 
only type of sources which Blackwell, Breiman, and 
Thomasian consider. 
Blackwell, Breiman, and Thomasian prove in their 
Theorem 1 that each J, arising from connecting an indecom-
posable source to a finitary channel, is indecomposable if 
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and only if the finitary channel also has the property that, 
ii) b) for each finite sequence a.,a2,...,a , with 
a. (A*, the matrix product Q(a, )Q(a~) . . .Q(a ) is 
an indecomposable Markov matrix. 
Blackwell, Breiman, and Thomasian then call a finitary 
channel an indecomposable channe1 if it satisfies the first 
of the two equivalent conditions in the Theorem. Hence, an 
Indecomposable channel Is a finitary channel satisfying 
both ii) a) and ii) b). 
Under the above as yet incomplete formulation for 
connecting a finitary source to a finitary channel, there is 
a question concerning the set of absolute probabilities. 
Let s ,x ,z and y respectively be the n-th source state, 
input, channel state, and output random variables. These 
are coordinate variables since we may, and shall, assume 
that the representation space D*1 X A*1 X C*1 X B*1 is used. 
With I the set of non-negative integers, the formula-
tion will be complete, and the process {(s.,x,,z,,y,),i(l] 
completely defined, when, in addition, a'set of Initial 
probabilities Is specified for the joint Markov matrix J. 
If I is the set of all integers, absolute probabili-
ties certainly exist, and may be specified. The formulation 
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will be complete when, in addition, a specification is 
made which uniquely determines the absolute probabilities. 
In case an indecomposable source is connected to an in-
decomposable channel, one such specification of interest 
to us is that the process {(s.,z.),i(l] Is to be stationary. 
Clearly, stationary absolute probabilities must then be 
specified. By the above, J is indecomposable; hence, these 
absolute probabilities are uniquely determined, and the 
formulation will be complete. In this sense the Blackwell, 
Breiman, and Thomasian formulation is complete. 
So that the product space does not change as the 
source does, it Is a trivial observation that D* could be 
chosen to be countably infinite and always the same set. 
The Markoy matrix M then would be defined on a finite sub-
set of D*, and It would be understood that on the comple-
ment of this finite set all probabilities, Including the 
absolute probabilities, are to be zero valued. 
In the case of a finitary channel, assume, for the 
moment, that a finitary source is connected and that sta-
tionary absolute probabilities for the joint matrix are 
assigned in some manner. 'There is no loss of generality 
then in assuming that the parameter set I is the set of 
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all integers. In any case J(s ,z ),n(lj is a stationary 
Markov process. Also x = $(s ) and y = 0(zn) a.e. rel-
ative to the resulting probability measure P. Hence, the 
process {(sn,xn,zn,yn^'n^i is stationary. The shift 
transformation T on the space will be stationary relative 
to P; hence, by Theorem (11,1,4), a conditional probability 
destribution p on the s-algebra F(z ,n(I) relative to 
F(s ,n(I) exists. By Theorem (11,2,2) and the first defi-
nition of (11,3), this p is stationary a.e. 'P'. By Sec-
tion (III,l), a corresponding ^ then exists, which by Theo-
rem (111,2,1) is stationary a.e. relative to the source 
Markov probability measure. Hence, a stationary M-channel 
(D*,V,C*), exists in McMillan's senss, but It must be ob-
served in this case that V also depends on the given source 
and the assumed stationary absolute probabilities. This V 
will be without foresight; however, the Hincin memory, de-
fined in Chapter III, may not be finite. Similarly, a con-
ditional probability p^ on the s-algebra F(yi,i(I) relative 
to F(x.,i(I) exists, and also a corresponding transmission 
probability v exists. The M-channel (A*, v>,B*) then exists. 
The v in this channel will be said to be for the joint pro-
cess |(x1,y1),i(lj. Hence, the V in the M-channel (D*,V,C*) 
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above is for the joint process {(s.,z.),1(1 ]. This dis-
tinction is used later, and this reference is to the joint 
process rather than the alphabets, since the alphabets are 
sometimes the same . 
It should be stressed that the V for {(x.,y.)i(l] de-
pends on the probability P on F( (x.,y.),1(1). Unlike 
M-channels, for a given finitary channel, V may change as 
different finitary sources are connected to the channel. 
It may also change with the assignment of absolute proba-
bility. For each such V, an M-channel is defined, and, as 
in Chapter III, may have various processes as "inputs". 
In this sense, one might say that it is possible to connect 
arbitrary input processes to a finitary channel. However, 
unless the transmission probabilities v for [(x.,y.),i(lj 
are the same for all finitary sources, it seems useless to 
consider such a procedure. Also, if one is willing to suf-
fer the consequences of the technique which McMillan em-
ployed, arbitrary inputs may also be "fed" to a finitary 
channel. When one refers to input processes, the alphabet 
must naturally be contained In the channel input alphabet. 
It Is worth the remark that examples 1 - 5 of Sec-
tion (111,5) may be considered as trivial examples of con-
necting a finitary source to a finitary channel. 
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In the preceding formulation of a finitary channel, 
it might be argued that more generality Is obtained by al-
lowing the present output b' also to depend stochastically 
on "only" the present input a', the present channel state 
c', and the previous output b, rather than only depend 
functionally on the present channel state. The formulation 
above includes this possibility, for a new channel may be 
defined with states which are ordered 5-tuples (b',a',c',b,c) 
of elements from a formulation allowing the above possibil-
ity. The present output will then "only" depend function-
ally on the present channel state. We are assuming that 
any history of past inputs can only be recorded by the chan-
nel in the form of its states; hence, only consideration is 
given to a case where outputs depend functionally on the 
present state. The reason we consider a case where outputs 
affect the next state in the "possible" formulation above 
is that the "action" of producing an output may "change" 
the channel. Many modifications of the above "possible" 




Definition (Blackwell, Breiman, and Thomasian). A fi-
nitary channel has BBT memory-m if and only if m is an in-
teger such that the Q(aQ)...Q(a ) has identical rows for 
each (mi-l)-tuple (a , .. . ,a ) of elements of A. 
As Blackwell, Breiman, and Thomasian remark, this is 
equivalent, in finitary channels, to the condition that 
zn 1 is conditionally independent of z n given x , . . ,,x . 
Although it is trivial to see that a finitary channel with 
BBT memory-m is Indecomposable, the power of the techniques 
in the previous chapters also implies this. 
For any finitary source connected to a finitary chan-
nel we have seen that at least one set of stationary abso-
lute probabilities exists for the joint process {(s,,z.),i fi 
with I the set of all integers. Thus a stationary McMillan 
function l) for this process exists, but depends on the 
source and absolute probabilities. BBT memory-m implies 
that 
P(zn4.1(w) = Cl,i = 0,...,k|sn<_1,i = m,...,k,zri_m_1) 
= P(zn4-1(w) = c^i = 0,. ..,k|snKl,i = -m,...,k) a.e.'P'. 
Their formulation without a memory condition is also 
easily seen to imply that 
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P(znt.1(w) - c^i = 0, .. .,k|s1,-oo i HX> ,zn_ ., j=l,2, ...) 
= P(znj.i(w) - Cj,,!^, . . .,k|snf_i,i = -m, . . .,k,zn_m_1)a.e.'F. 
Hence, the second and third conditional probabilities above 
are equal a.e. 'P'. This, with Theorem (1,1,1), implies 
that V is m-independent a.e. relative to the source Markov 
probability measure. Hence, by Theorem (111,4,1), V is 
avip-independent. Theorem (111,3,2) implies then that the 
joint process will be ergodic if the source Is ergodic 
(which causes the stationary absolute probabilities to be 
unique), that is, if the finitary source is indecomposable. 
Thus J is indecomposable for all indecomposable sources, and 
the channel is indecomposable. Note that each s. could be 
replaced by x. in the above. 
It is easily seen that when a finitary channel has 
BBT memory-m, the V function for the process {(x.,z. ),i(lj, 
determined when the finitary channel is connected to any 
finitary source, is uniquely determined. In fact, 
P(jw:zn4>i(w) » ci,i • 0, .. .,k}|xi,-oo < I < GO ) 
= P('»{w:zni.i(w) = ci»i = 0,...,kj) 
= 1 ...Z Q(x-m'~'c-m)'--Q(Vck-l'Gk) a*e' 'P'' 
c
-l °-m 
where p is the conditional probability distribution on 
P(z.,i(I) relative to P(x.,i(I). Since p is uniquely 
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determined, so is ^ . It makes sense in this case to con-
sider the finitary channel as an M-channel (A*,i>,C*). It 
also makes sense to say that any Input process [x.,i(l], 
with states contained in A*, may be connected to this fi-
nitary channel; the procedure would be as in Chapter III, 
and one would use V , rather than Q. The difficulty 
McMillan encountered here vanishes. Also, a property 
that this uniquely determined v enjoys may also be attri-
buted to the finitary channel itself. For instance, we 
have just seen that BBT memory-m implies that this Vwill 
be m-independent; hence, we will say that this finitary 
channel is m-independent. 
Since a source for such finitary channels need not 
be finitary, encoders $ which are unlike those in finitary 
sources may be used. The only requirement is that the 
mapping (p* of source sequences of D* into channel input 
sequences A* , which is Induced by (p, be measurable. That 
is, the $* inverse mapping of a set in A*1 be in D* . The 
M-channel (D*, V(<?*(•), -),C*) is then used as in Chapter III. 
This discussion of encoders is actually for M-channels in 
general. We shall see later that i? and ?{$*(•),') need not 
have the same Hincin memory. If $ is a finitary encoder, 
then the Hincin memory of the two will be the same. 
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It is now clear what Blackwell, Breiman, and 
Thomasian (2) mean when they say that their finite memory 
"includes, as a special case the finite memory channels as 
defined by Feinstein and Wolfowitz", since, as is shown 
later, the latter have defined O-independent channels, 
which also have BBT memory-0. Their statement can be eas-
ily misinterpreted since Wolfowitz's channel, as we will 
also see, has a transmission probability v for [(s.,y. ),i(l] 
which has Hincin memory-m, with m not necessarily zero. 
We are in a position however to prove the following. 
Theorem 1. A finitary channel has BBT memory-m if and 
only If, for each finitary source and set of stationary 
absolute probabilities, the v for the resulting joint pro-
cess {(xn,zn),n(l] Is m-independent and has Hincin-mem-
ory^m a.e. relative to the given source Markov probability. 
For the "only if" part, m-independence a.e. has al-
ready been shown. However, either hypothesis implies that 
P(zn4-1(w) = ci,i=0,.. .,k|x1,-co<i< *-oo,zn_m,j-l,2,...) 
= P(zni.j(W) = C.,I=0, .. .,k|x.,-00<I< H30 ) 
= P(znl<1(w) = c1,i=0,...,k|xniil,l = -m,...,k) a.e. 'P'. 
The extreme equality, under the formulation by Blackwell, 
Breiman, and Thomasian, is equivalent to BBT memory-m. The 
middle member results by an application of Theorem (1,1,1). 
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The first member equaling a.e. the second is equivalent to 
m-independence a.e., and the second member equaling a.e. 
the third is equivalent to Hincin memory £m a.e.. When 
only finitary encoders are used, the x above may be re-
place^ by sn. 
4• Wolfowitz and Feinstein's formulation of channels. 
Both Wolfowitz (20,21,22) and Feinstein (7) consider 
a finitary channel (A*,B*,C*,Q,0) with the following pro-
perties: 
i) B* = C* and 0 is the identity, 
ii) Q(a',b1,b') = Q(a',b2,b') for any bx and b 2 in B*. 
Since Q(a1)...Q(a ) is indecomposable the channel is 
automatically indecomposable, and obviously has BBT mem-
ory-0. Hence, by Section 3, the uniquely determined v for 
the process j(x,,y.),i(lj, with I the integers, is station-
ary, 0-independent, and has Hincin memory-0. In fact, if 
X. and Y, are defined as in Chapter III, 
n 
V(-,{v:Y1(v) = b1,i=l,...,n}) = II Q(X1(-),-,b1). 
Here it is obvious that v is 0-independent_andLJjas Hincin 
memory-0. 
The remarks on encoding in Section 3 also apply here. 
For example, let <p be a function such that 
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$(d0,...,dm)(A* 
where d.(D*. Then (j) is an encoder which is not a finitary 
one. Since 0 is the identity function, a probability for 
the process [(s.,x.,z.,y.) ,1(1} will be defined, using 
v(<P*( •),•), where V is for {(x^y^ ,i(lj, as in Section 3, 
when, in addition, a probability P" is specified on 
F(s.,i(I). It turns out, if kiO, that 
P{w:si(w) = di,i=l-m-k,...,n,y1(w) ? b1,i=l,...,n] = 
P'^wrs^w) = di,i=l-m-k,...,n}ll Q((?(d1_m, .. . ,d1),-,b1). 
A reverse approach could be applied, for it is easily seen 
that there is consistency on the algebras determined by fi-
nitely many s, and y. when the probabilities of other events 
are calculated using the above as specified values of the 
probability. Hence, there is a unique probability on 
P(s.,y.),i(I) determined by this procedure. The functions 




si-m' •••>si) = xi a-e* ,p' 
0(z1) = zi = Yi a.e. 'P' • 
Note that !>($*(•),•) defines a transmission probability i? 
for |(s.,y,),i(l] which is 0-independent, but with Hincin 
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memory-m. $ would be finitary for m = 0, and it is clear 
that V has memory-0 for any finitary encoder. Note that 
there is an interpretation for the above if m = 4-00 , and 
then the Hincin memory of VQ = V(({)*(-),*) could be Infi-
nite, but would still be 0-independent, and without anti-
cipation. Sometimes a consistency condition between Input 
symbols may be forced by (j), and as we will see, the en-
coders which Wolfowitz employs force such a condition. 
In regard to the Hincin memory of V for {(s.,y.),i(l], 
Feinstein and Wolfowitz differ. In all but the last 
section of Feinstein's paper (7), and in much of his book 
(8), his sources are finitary with D = A, $ the identity 
function, and in addition the source (or input) states are 
chosen independently, but of course with a common distri-
bution. This results in a joint process of Independent 
random pairs(s,y) with common distribution. It is a tri-
vial observation from the preceding paragraph that the 
function V for i(s. ,y. ),i(lj always exists, is 0-independent, 
and with Hincin memory-0. Naturally the joint process is 
ergodic. 
Although Wolfowitz does not use the language of 
sources, it is a convenient device to show the relation 
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between his work and others. Wolfowitz's sources are of a 
specific type with some alphabets the set £o,l] for com-
putational convenience, but, as he remarks, the alphabets 
may be any finite sets. The channel input alphabet A* is 
the collection D*(mt1' of (m«4)-tuples of elements from a 
finite set D*. He refers to the (mt-l)-tuples as oC-sequences. 
His sources consist of a process (s ,n(l], such that the 
range of s n is contained in D*, and an encoder (j) defined 
as follows. If d1,d2,... >d ,d ^,... is a sample sequence 
from the source process, that is, a sequence of elements 
from D*, then the input sequence has elements 
aj ••<<>!,....dlH1) • (d1 d1.m){A*. 
The conditional probability that the sequence b , ...,b 
is received at the output, given the source sample se-




q(bila1) = Q(<Md1i...»dlHn)»-»fc1), 
$(&!* .. •>a'lHn) = aj[. 
In his second Illinois Journal paper (22) which is a con-
tinuation of the first (20), he assumes only that the input 
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process {x ,n(lj under the above condition, is an ergodic 
Markov process. This is equivalent, because of his en-
coder <}), to assuming that the source process [s ,n(lj Is 
an ergodic Markov-(m«-l) process, and is a slight weakening 
of the assumption in his first paper where he assumed the 
source process is an ergodic Markov process. Under these 
assumptions, the joint process f(sn>yn)>n^l Is stationary, 
v0for this process exists, is uniquely determined, is sta-
tionary, and from the above is 0-independent. Hence the 
joint process is ergodic. It is also clear bj3-ca-u-se-~oThis 
encoder that this v0 wiHrhave Hincin memory-m. Because of 
the finite memory, Hincin's Theorem (111,4,3) also implies 
the joint process Is ergodic, as Wolfowitz observed. 
Since (im-l) -tuples of the source process are mapped 
into the channel input process, by taking a new source pro-
cess (s^.ndj with s^ = (sn_m,.. -,sn) and a new finitary 
encoder (})', which is the identity function, we see that 
Wolfowitz "fed" a certain type of an ergodic Markov pro-
cess {x ,n(lj, with x = s', into an indecomposable channel. 
With this interpretation, the source is an Indecomposable 
source, and the uniquely determined stationary absolute 
probabilities for the source indecomposable matrix M 
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determine the stationary absolute probabilities for the 
joint process. Hence the finitary channel formulation in-
cludesWolfowitz's and Feinstein1s as special cases. We 
remark that the v> for |(s',y ),n(IJ will then have Hincin 
memory-0 as was shown before, since s' = x . It should 
be emphasized that because the encoder ({) employed by 
Wolfowitz is never allqw^d_jbo_-change, thp V for 
n,ynr,nTlJ is uniquely determined, and if the uniquely 
determined v i s for (x ,y ),n(I > then 
V(-,0 = V«p*(-),-). 
In Wolfowitz's third Illinois Journal paper (23) he 
remarks that his work is valid in a more general case. He 
has kindly informed the author that he would change q(b{a) 
to q(b,'a;b1, . . .,bm, ) where the b1»--->bm, are elements of 
B*, and interpret this as the probability that the output 
is b when the Input is a and the m1 previous outputs are 
b1,...,bm,. This case also may be placed in the finitary 
channel formulation. Let the channel state alphabet C* be 
the set of m'-tuples of elements of B*. Define 0 by 
0(c) = 0(b1,...,bml) = bffl, 
where 
c = (b1,...,bm,)(C*, 
and 
io6 
bi(B*, i = 1,...,m' . 
Finally, let Q(a,c,c') be defined by 
Q(a,c,c') = q(b,'a;b1, . . .,bm,) 
if 
c = (b^, . ..,bra,) 
and 
c' = (b2,...,bm,,b), 
and 
Q(a,c,c') = 0 otherwise. 
Hence, both types of channels that Wolfowitz considers are 





GENERALIZED CHANNELS AND CAPACITY 
1• An extension of the channel concept. 
We may, and shall, assume that x. and y. are respec-
tively the A* and B* coordinate functions defined on 
A*1 X B*1 or D*1 X A*1 X C*1 X B*1. Then we may consider a 
class V of probabilities on F((x.,y.),i(I) when s-algebras 
A* and B* are assigned. Each probability in V may have a 
certain property, such as the property that there is a 
function p such that if P(V and B(F(yi,i(I), then for any 
version, 
P(B|x1,i(I) = p(-,B) a.e. 'P'. 
Such a case arises in the M-channel formulation. Under 
the shift transformation T on the given product space, each 
P in V might have the property that T is stationary on 
(F((x.,y.),i(l),P). In the finitary channel formulation 
one considers a collection V where the members satisfy cer-
tain Markov properties. 
Definition. Let V consist of all probabilities P defined 
on P((x.,y.),i(I) which satisfy a condition demanding cer-
tain non-trivial restrictions, where each restriction Is 
on all versions of certain conditional probabilities. If 
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for each restriction, the conditional probabilities af-
fected are only those of sets in a certain non-trivial 
s-subalgebra of F(y.,i(I) given at least a non-trivial 
s-subalgebra of F(x.,i(I), then the condition is said to 
be a channe1 condition. V is then said to be determined 
by the condition. V is also said to satisfy a condition, 
even though it may not be determined by it, provided each 
probability in V satisfies the condition. 
We introduce this notion only because it aids in the 
discussion of channel capacity in Section 2. It also al-
lows all formulations of channels considered in the lit-
erature to be placed into one broad setting. 
Definition. A generalized channe1 is (A*,A*,B*,B*,V) where 
V is a collection of all probabilities on the measurable 
space (A*1 X B*1, A*1 X B*1) which satisfy a channel con-
dition. 
The work in Chapter II is then work on generalized 
channels. The extent to which this broadens the channel 
concept may be excessive for practical purposes. This is 
evidenced by the fact that V may be such that for some pro-
bability P in V there is no corresponding conditional prob-
ability distribution p, transmission probability V, nor 
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Markov matrix function Q('). Both the M-channel and the 
finitary channel are types of generalized channels. Also, 
a collection V satisfies a channel property if it consists 
of all P for which P("{A) is stationary. Hence, the col-
lection of all "channels" which have the same input and 
output alphabets, and which, by Theorem (II,2,1), have the 
property that T is stationary on (A,PA) if and only If T 
is stationary on (F,P) may be considered as a generalized 
channe1. 
2. Capacity. 
Coding results depend basically on the concept of 
capacity of channel. Since different approaches are used, 
we shall compare some of the various types. The following 
is an adaptation of the original definition of channel ca-
pacity by Shannon (17) to generalized channels. 
Definition. If (A*,A*,B*,B*,V) is a generalized channel, 
V(q) is the collection of all probabilities in V satisfy-
ing a property "q", and such that for each P(V(q), 
{(x.,y.),i(lj is a stochastic process with the rate 
R(x,y,P) defined, that is, H*(x,y) is finite for P, then 
the "a" channel capacity C(V,q) is defined by 
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C(V,q) = sup R(x,y,P). 
P(V(q) 
If R(x,y,P) is defined for all P(V, then the channe1 cap-
acity is 
C(V) = sup R(x,y,P). 
P(V 
In a recent paper, Tsaregradsky (19) proves that if 
Vm is the collection of all probabilities resulting from 
assigning all the various probabilities^to A* in an 
M-channel (A*,->>,B*) with finite alphabets, which is sta-
tionary, m-independent, and has finite Hincin memory-m, 
then 
C(VT,ergodic input) = C(Vm, stationary input) 
= lim sup R(x,y,P,n,m) 
n^oo P(VT 
- sup lim R(x,y ,P,n,m). 
P(Vm n-»oo 
= R(x,y,P) for some P(VT(ergodic input). 
Tsaregradsky's proof is somewhat involved, and he 
draws his definitions from Hincin's (13) work. It appears 
to this writer that Tsaregradsky also assumes m-independence 
although it was not so stated. It may be that Russian 
authors assume m-independence as a part of the definition 
of memory-m, as does Feinstein (8). As mentioned before, 
Hincin failed to state explicitly this condition, and it is 
Ill 
an essential one in his Theorem (111,4,3). Tsaregradsky 
also asserts, with no proof, that the converse to Shannon's 
coding Theorem (H > C) follows easily from the above result 
using the method proposed by Shannon. 
Breiman (4) has a proof, which is of Interest in it-
self, of the equality of the first, second, and last members 
of the Tsaregradsky's equality. 
Feinstein (7) in proving a new coding result has also 
proved the equality of the first and second members of the 
above equality. 
As shown in Chapter V, any input with the proper al-
phabet may be connected to Wolfowitz's channel using the 
uniquely determined transmission probability v>(<})*( •),•) for 
{(s.,y.),1(1] mentioned in Section (V,4), and employing the 
techniques of Chapter III. However, Wolfowitz does not con-
sider all possible sources, and if V„ is the collection of 
probabilities on F((s,,y.),i(I) which result from connecting 
Wolfowitz's sources to his channel, it is clear that V„CV T 
when the above mentioned (uniquely determined) Vis taken 
in both cases. The hypotheses of Tsaregradsky's Theorem 
are satisfied, for in Chapter V it was shown that this 
has Hincin memory-0, is 0-independent, and is stationary. 
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Hence, 
C(VT, ergodi". input) 
- 0(V^, ergodic Markov-Wolfowitz type inputs). 
It is not clear to the author that there is equality through-
out here. Let 
V = collection of probabilities arising from 
Wolfowitz's (O-independence) channels when 
m=0, and the inputs are independent, 
V^ = same as V , but with m fixed and possibly 
not 0, and inputs ergodic Markov-m, and 
Vp = same as V-, but with any ergodic input 
with the proper alphabet. 
Clearly C(VT> ergodic inputs) = C(V2). Wolfowitz 
proves in his paper, that if m=0 for all V., I = 1,2,3, 
then 
c(vo) = c(v2) = c(v3). 
Clearly C(V 2MC(V 3) in any case. 
The work in Blackwell, Breiman, and Thomasian's paper 
(2) and Wolfowitz's third Illinois Journal paper (23) fall 
into the indecomposable channel case, and the transmission 
probability V may change with the indecomposable source. 
Hence, the capacities discussed above will be useless here. 
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In Wolfowitz's work the source alphabet D*is fixed, as is 
his encoder (J). In Blackwell, Breiman, and Thomasian's work 
the source alphabet and encoder are allowed to change. Let 
Vggm be the collection of all probabilities arising on 
F((x.,y.),i(I) from connecting indecomposable sources to an 
indecomposable channel. The capacity Blackwell, Breiman, 
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